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Robotic mechanisms can be driven by dierent internally and externally applied inertial
and magnetic actuations. These actuations are utilized to regulate the dynamics of robots
and move them in dierent locomotion modes.
The rst part of this dissertation is about using an external magnetic actuation to move
a simple-in-design, small-scale robot for biomedical applications. The robots can be steered
in dierent locomotion modes such as pivot walking and tumbling. The control design of
this system consists of swarm algorithm under a global control input, and a vision based
closed-loop controller to navigate in 2D environments.
Secondly, I propose a new Robust Nonlinear Quadratic Gaussian (RNQG) controller
based on State-Dependent Riccati Equation (SDRE) scheme for continuous-time nonlinear
systems. Existing controllers do not account for combined noise and disturbance acting on
the system. The proposed controller is based on a Lyapunov function and a cost function
includes; states, inputs, outputs, disturbance, and the noise acting on the system. We express
the RNQG control law in the form of a traditional Riccati equation.
Real-time applications of a controller place a high computational burden on system im-
plementation. This is mainly due to the nonlinear and complex form of the cost function.
In order to solve this problem, the cost function is approximated by a weighted polynomial.
The weights are found by using a least-squares technique and an oine neural network. The
approximate cost function is incorporated into the controller by employing a method based
on Bellman's principle of optimality. Finally, dierent examples are used to verify the utility
v
of the proposed control approaches.
Finally, a highly disturbed and uncertain inertially actuated hopping robot is presented.
Dierent nonlinear control schemes are used to regulate the system. The control outcomes
are compared, and a foundation to design a robust optimal controller is given.
vi
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Miniaturized untethered robots have a promising future in biomedical and engineering
applications for their design simplicity, scalability, locomotive technique, and exibility of
control during dierent manipulative task. Over the last few decades, advances in research
at the millimeter and centimeter length scale have brought various locomotive untethered
devices with increased interest. While some developments in millirobots might not be di-
rectly relevant to biomedical applications, the technologies invented can be used in dierent
engineering applications. In millirobots, their untethered components have all dimensions
less than palm size and larger than 1 mm and macroscale forces such as bulk forces dom-
inate their mechanics [1]. Therefore, design and locomotive techniques of millirobots have
greater impact towards their successful control and actuation in biomedical and engineering
applications.
In the previous studies [2, 3], a magnetically actuated untethered millirobot which is
very simple in design, capable of producing hybrid surface motion modes (pivot walking,
tapping, galloping, corner maneuvering etc.) and power ecient was proposed. It showed
immense promise of the scalability of structure and exibility of control to become functional
in minimally accessible region during performing dierent bio/engineering task.
The eld of microrobotics has been tremendously studied in recent years. The principles
of the design of such small scale robots rely on an understanding of microscale physics,
fabrication, and novel control strategies.
One of the main goal is to represent the motion of a magnetic microrobot under the eect
of a stationary electromagnet system. We propose a microrobot that is a magnetized rigid







Figure 1.1: Robot conguration and the global and body reference frames.
have a constant magnitude and be rigidly connected to the frame of the body. Figure 1.1
depicts the schematic of the robot with reference frames.
The torque on the magnet can be expressed as follows:
TA = MA × B̄ (1.1)
TB = MB × B̄ (1.2)
where B̄ is the vector of the applied magnetic eld's ux density. The torque tends to align
the magnetic moment with the applied eld. In our case, the torque tends to align xb axis
of the body with the eld.(see Fig. 1.1) In this conguration, we are able to move the center
of mass of body (G) and perform rotations of the in-plane (θ) and out-of-plane (φ) angles.
We should note that we are unable to perform rotation about the long axis of the body (xb).
The state variables of the system are {x, y, z, θ, φ}, where {x, y, z} are the coordinates of
the center of mass, {θ, φ} are the body frame rotation angles.
The force on the magnetic moment is given as follows:
FA = (MA.O)B̄ (1.3)
FB = (MB.O)B̄ (1.4)
Each electromagnet creates a magnetic eld throughout the workspace. At any given
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point in the workspace P , the magnetic eld due to actuating a set of given electromagnets








where subscript n represents the nth actuated electromagnets, N is the number of elec-
tromagnets, In is the current value owing through n
th electromagnet, and K̄n(P ) is a unit
vector, thus the vector B̄(P ) varies linearly with the current through the electromagnet. The
individual eld contributions are decoupled, and the elds can be individually measured and












 = K(P )I (1.6)
where K(P ) is the precomputed matrix at each point in workspace of magnetic ied. To nd
the magnetic force, we need to nd the derivative of the magnetic eld in specic direction.

















 = Ke(P )I (1.7)
The magnetic torque and force on the magnetic moment M at point P is directly related
to the current. The use of magnetic torque and force requires knowledge of the system's pose
and magnetic moment conguration. In our case, we control the direction of the magnetic
ied. However, in this case, the microrobot will align with the applied eld. Thus, we need
to measure the microrobot's position and orientation at point P .
The eld strength, rotation direction (CW/CCW), and rotation frequency of the magnetic
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eld can be controlled through our magnetic control system. For instance, in xy-planar
control, the resultant eld can be expressed as
B̄ = K(P )I
[
sinψ sinωt cosψ sinωt cosωt
]T
(1.8)
which rotates with angular velocity (ω) around the unit vector
n̄ =
[
− cosψ sinψ 0
]T
(1.9)
which corresponds to the desired direction, and ψ is the rotation of the plane of the rotating
eld. For our approximate Helmholtz coil, the magnitude of the eld |K̄i| of a pair of coils
can be modeled as:
|K̄i| =
µ0nRcoil








where µ0 is the permeability constant, n is the number of turns of the coils, Rcoil is the radius
of the coils, D is the distance between a pair of coils, and d is the position between the coil.
At the center of the coil, which is the position we are interested in, the position d is equal
to zero. For more details on the approximate Helmholtz coil conguration, refer to Cheang
et al. [4].
1.2 Magnetic walker robot
The magnetic walker robot is rectangular-shaped with cylindrical permanent magnets
embedded in each of its two length-wise ends shown in Fig. 1.1. The idea of using the
magnetic parts is when the external magnetic is applied, so alignment of the eld diers
from that of the robot, a magnetic torque is induced on the robot until it is realigned with
the eld. It is worth to note that, increasing the number of the permanent magnets along
the robot axis will only amplify the induced magnetic torque. Changing the magnetic eld
vector causes the robot to align with the same vector direction. Based on this basic concept,
various locomotion modes could be generated.
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1.2.1 Equation of motion
The equations of motion are derived using Newton's method. The position of the center
of mass (G) of the robot (x, y, z) and two orientation angles shown in Fig. 1.1 are taken as
the states of the system. The robot experiences dierent forces and torques; weight (mg),
surface normal force (N), a friction force (Fk) in the opposite direction of the velocity, and
two external magnetic torques (τy, τz). Here Fk depends on N , the sliding friction coecient
µ, and the direction of the velocity of the contact point (~eV ). The microrobot is assumed to
be symmetric in three direction, so the moment of inertia Im in body xed frame (xbybzb)







In the locomotion of the system, we assume that two magnetic moments MA and MB
are acting as pivot point. The position of one of the pivot points (A) is considered as
(Ax, Ay, Az). By using the Newton's Law of motion, the equations of motion can be written
as follows:
mẍ = (Fk ~eV ).~i
mÿ = (Fk ~eV ).~j
mz̈ = mg −N
Iz θ̈ = −τz + Fk sin γ r sinφ
Iyφ̈ = −τy + Fk cos γ r cosφ−N r sinφ
where {i, j, k} are the unit vectors of the inertial frame (XY Z), r is the distance from G to
A, γ is the angle between ~eV and the xb-direction, respectively. The kinematic constraint of
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the pivot point allows the derivation of the following additional equations:
Ax = x− r sinφ cos θ (1.12)
Ay = y − r sinφ sin θ (1.13)
Az = z − r cosφ (1.14)
which the second time derivative of these equations are considered as constraint equations.
As the stick-slip motion in this system, we assume that Fk = N µ. To solve the equations of
motion, we realize that we have 6 unknowns (ẍ, ÿ, z̈, θ̈, φ̈, N) and ve equations. To resolve
this paradox, we use the pinned assumption. There are dierent possible types of solution
that can be occurred as:
• If N < 0, it means that the robot does not have any contact with the ground, so
N = Fk = 0.
• If Fk > Fsmax , where Fsmax = N µs, it means that pinned point is slipping on the
surface and Äz = 0
1.3 Basic locomotion modes
Various locomotion modes can be achieved using the proposed robot. Here, we listed few
possible modes.
1.3.1 Pivot walking mode
Pivot walking is achieved by alternating the direction of the magnetic eld up and down
simultaneously. When the magnetic eld oriented in up to down conguration, the resulting
force presses A down and lifts B up. Subsequently, having a pivot formed at A, a counter-
clockwise magnetic torque τz is applied. This causes the element to rotate forward by an
angle of θ in the x − y plane. In the next step, the orientation of the magnetic eld is
reversed, and the pivot moves to B and A is lifted. A clockwise torque τz is applied to rotate
the member by another θ about the new pivot B. Repeating this process, locomotion along
a desired path is generated as shown in Fig. 1.2(a).
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Figure 1.2: Dierent modes of motions. (a) Pivot walking. (b) Tumbling. (c) Corner
maneuver. (d) Tapping.
1.3.2 Tumbling mode
This mode is achieved by continuously applying step torques τy about y axis to progress
in x direction. One end will form a pivot and the whole body starts rotate about that
pivot. Figure 1.2(b) shows the tumbling mode where the red arrow represents the direction
of motion and the black arrows represent the direction of the applied torques.
1.3.3 Corner maneuver mode
This mode is similar to the tumbling mode, where it is achieved in similar torque prole.
But when the robot reaches the upright position, a τz is applied to the change the orientation
of the robot to progress in other direction. Figure 1.2(c) depicts the corner maneuver mode
where the red arrow represents the direction of motion and the black arrows show the applied
torques on each pose.
1.3.4 Tapping mode
This mode is achieved by alternating the direction of the magnetic eld to form pivot
at A. Then, a counter-clockwise magnetic torque τz is applied to orient the member on the
desired direction. Finally, Applying torque in yb repeatedly lifts and releases the trailing end,
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and that will generate a forward progression in a desired direction as shown in Fig. 1.2(d).
Each mode has its own advantages and drawbacks. For the tumbling mode, its the
fastest mode but it requires more space in z direction. Tapping mode has the minimum
space requirement but it suers slippage. Finally pivot walking mode is the most stable
mode but on the other hand it has space limitation in x direction.
The high and signicant potential of these small scaled robots encouraged us to extend
our research to include incorporating position feedback using external cameras to conduct
precise and more complicated experiments, and also changing the design of the robots to
increase the controllability of the system. Furthermore, we will also consider swarm control




Small-size robots oer access to spaces that are inaccessible to larger ones. This type of
access is crucial in applications such as drug delivery, environmental detection, and collection
of small samples. These robots are typically externally actuated due to their size limitation.
In this case, one faces the challenge of controlling a swarm of robots using a single global
input. Here, we propose a control algorithm to position individual members of a swarm in
predened positions. A single control input applies to the system and moves all robots in the
same direction. Yet, we obtain another control modality by using dierent length robots.
First, we propose two new designs of these millirobots. In the rst design, the magnets are
placed at the center of body to reduce the magnetic attraction force between the millirobots.
In second design, the millirobots are of identical length with two extra legs acting as the
pivot points. This way we vary the pivot separation in design to take advantage of variable
speed in pivot walking mode while keeping the speed constant in tumbling mode.
Then, we present a general algorithm for positional control of n millirobots with dierent
lengths from arbitrary initial positions to nal desired ones. Simulations and hardware
experiments validate our results.
1.5 Introduction
Global control of a population of robots is a challenging task that requires either on-
board computation [5] or a broadcast signal [6]. Swarm control of untethered small-scaled
robots has recently become a popular research topic in the controls and robotics eld. The
size limitation of these robots makes on-board computation nearly impossible. Researchers
have found ways to control groups of robots externally, such as applying a magnetic eld [7].
Applying varied control inputs to individual tiny robots is also dicult. One solution is using
a global control input that covers all robots. This means that a single actuation controls
all robots. Moving and positioning a group of robots shows promising applications in elds
such as biomedical engineering and biomechanics, particularly in drug delivery and tissue
rehabilitation [8,9]. In this study, we focus on positioning a group of small-scale robots using
a shared global control input.
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Recently, magnetic actuation has become a standard control method for small-scale
robots [10]. Yesin et al. [11] investigated magnetically driven millimeter-scale robots to
guide them inside the human body. Miyashita and his coworkers [12, 13] developed electro-
magnetically actuated untethered origami robots. Although their control action resulted in
walking and rolling motions, there was a high level of uncertainty in these locomotion modes.
Mahoney et al. worked on dierent techniques to actuate an untethered magnetic tool such
as capsule endoscopes, rolling spheres, and helical-propeller micro-swimmers [14, 15]. Son
et al. [16] developed a localization method for an untethered magnetic robot, which was
manipulated by an external electromagnetic system. Kuthan et al. [17] magnetically guided
and actuated multiple identical robots using coplanar coils.
Applying the same control input to dierent robots results in the system being under-
actuated. It means that we have a single input, but n degrees of freedom for n swarming
robots. Other researchers have attempted to control this type of under-actuated system by
adding extra constrains. These include placing obstacles in the workspace [18,19], providing
non-slip boundary contacts [20, 21], changing the physical shape of the robot [2224], and
applying an external articial force eld [25]. When there is a large number of the robots, it
can be dicult to detect their individual positions, however Shahrokhi et al. showed that it
is possible to sense global properties such as mean position and variance [6]. In this type of
swarm control, a covariance ellipse was dened based on the most populated region of the
workspace and the mean position is at the center [26]. Although they can place the mean
position of the robots within the ellipse at the desired point, a number of robots outside
the covariance ellipse can be missed or uncontrolled. Also, Dong and Sitti [27] worked on
a programmable and recongurable system as an external static magnetic eld to control
the formation of micro-robots. They experimentally showed that the swarm motion of these
robots can manipulate the objects, navigate through complex environments.
In our research, we control a group of robots under a global control input. The robots
respond dierently to the same control signal due to their dierent physical structures. We
propose a swarm algorithm that regulates the motion of each robot individually. A dierent
geometry (length) is utilized to add another degree of control modality to the system. The
objective of swarm control is to move a group of robots from their initial to desired nal
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positions, in which each robot is traceable. To achieve this objective, varying the length of
the robots could be useful. Each set of desired nal position and number of robots requires
dierent sets of robot lengths.
A semi elliptical-shaped millirobot is built using 3D printing. A cylindrical permanent
magnet is embedded in the middle of the body. By changing the magnitude and the direction
of the magnetic eld vector, the millirobot can be actuated and moved in a specic direction.
The motions are inspired by the inertial actuation mechanism, which was developed in our
lab [2830].
We select the pivot walking as the primary locomotion mode and the tumbling mode as
the secondary one. When the global control input is applied to the millirobots, they will
move parallel to each other but their velocities will be dierent in the pivot walking mode.
The dierence in their velocities would be proportional to their lengths. We exploit this
feature to place an arbitrary number of millirobots, with pre-assigned lengths, at desired
nal locations. Also, the millirobots will move parallel and with the same velocities in the
tumbling mode. This will give us an extra tool to move a swarm of millirobots. Figure 1.3
shows an example of positioning the millirobots in a pre-dened pattern in both simulation
and experimental results.
To describe the swarm motion, we rst present dierent walking trajectories performed
using pivot walking mode. The kinematic equations of pivot walking are also presented.
These equations are functions of the robot's length, the sweep angles of each pivot point,
and the number of steps taken by the millirobots. Dierent walking trajectories can be
obtained by varying sweep angles and number of steps. These walking trajectories are the
tools of the swarm position control. Subsequently, we generalize an algorithm to swarm of
n millirobots.
We propose two dierent designs of the millirobots. A semi-oval shape with a cylin-
drical permanent magnet embedded at the center of the body is the primary design (see
Fig. 1.4(a)). We should note that placing the magnets at the center of the body reduces the
attraction forces between the magnets that appeared in our previous millirobots [2]. The
new millirobots are printed in four dierent lengths as 3, 5, 7, and 9 mm. In this design, the
velocities of steering the millirobots are proportional to their lengths in both pivot walking
11




Figure 1.3: Swarm positioning motions to conduct a pre-dened pattern. (a) Simulation results
of the positioning algorithm to generate SMU pattern. Term k denotes the number of steps (b-d)
Experimental results of S, M , and U alphabets. The scale bars are 20 mm.
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and tumbling modes of motions. In order to dierentiate pivot walking and tumbling mo-
tions, we change the design by adding two legs (see Fig. 1.4(b)). In the secondary design,
the lengths of the millirobots are xed at 10 mm, but they have dierent pivot separations
between two legs (Ps) as 3, 5, 7, and 9 mm. Thus, they can move in dierent velocities in the
pivot walking mode, but the same velocity in the tumbling mode. This dierence gives us
two fundamental exibilities in the proposed swarm pattern motion. First, we can generate
a specic and desired formation employing the swarm algorithm in the pivot walking mode;
then, the formation can be moved to any desired location using the tumbling mode without
any changes in the nal shape. The illustration of the pivot walking and tumbling motions
are shown Figs. 1.4(d) and (e). Also, the directions of the magnetic eld required to conduct
each motion are drawn.
A low-cost high-performance magnetic actuator setup, a nested electromagnetic Helmholtz
coil, is designed and constructed to actuate the presented millirobots. This system is con-
gured based on the optimal design presented in [31]. The setup consists of three nested
electromagnetic Helmholtz coils, two HP 750W power supplies, two Pololu Dual VNH5019
motor drivers, Arduino UNO, computer, camera, and pivot walker (For more details see
Fig. 1.27 ). The three coils were powered by two HP 750W power supplies which were
connected in series. The two coil drivers were used to control the power supplies and trans-
mit the required power to the electromagnetic coils. MATLAB was used to run the main
controllers and generate the required input for the coils. Also, MATLAB was used in the
feedback to process the image frames from the camera video stream. Arduino board was
used as a communication bridge between MATLAB and the coil drivers. Arduino UNO was
also used to run the low-level control that converts the high-level commands into current
command to control the coils.
The large-scale coil system produces an uniform static magnetic eld, which can rotate in
3D dimension. The outer diameters of coils are 39, 30.5, and 22.5 cm in x, y, and z directions
respectively. The separation distances between coil pairs are 24, 19, and 11 cm. The system
has a 12 cm× 12 cm work space at the center of the conguration (see Fig. 1.5(c)). The coils
are fabricated using insulated 12 gauge circular copper wire. Figures 1.5(a) and (b) show















































Figure 1.4: Millirobots and motion schemes of pivot walking and tumbling modes. (a) CAD design
illustration of a millirobot without legs (primary design). The permanent magnet is embedded at
the center of the body. (b) CAD design illustration of a millirobot with two legs (secondary design).
Red and blue represent the north and south poles of a magnet. (c) Real 3D printed two millirobots
with dierent pivot point separations. (d) Pivot walking motion; The scheme shows a complete
locomotion step. It is achieved by lifting one end and forming a pivot point at the other end by
rotating the magnetic vector around the y-axis; rotate the magnetic vector about the z-axis to turn
the millirobot about the formed pivot; the process is then repeated in the opposite direction. (e)
Tumbling motion; One tumbling step is achieved by rotating the magnetic vector about the y-axis
by 180◦.
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applied to the system is eight amps and the system can generate a continuous magnetic
elds above 10 millitesla (mT). We simulate the magnetic eld prole at the center of the
conguration using Comsol software as shown in Fig. 1.5(d).
1.6 Kinematic equations of motion
In the locomotion of the system, we assume that two tips of the body in the rst design
and legs in the second design are acting as the pivot points. A stationary electromagnet sys-
tem produces a uniform rotating magnetic eld in three dimensions. This rotating magnetic
eld generates torques on the magnets embedded into the millirobot. This aligns the long
axis of the body with the applied magnetic eld vector [2]. Thus, we are able to translate
the center of mass of the body and perform rotations about the in-plane and out-of-plane
angles.
1.6.1 Pivot Walking
Pivot walking is achieved by successively alternating the direction of the magnetic eld
vector in the positive and negative z-directions and rotating around z-axis as shown in
Fig. 1.4(c). When the magnetic eld vector is oriented in the positive z-direction, the induced
magnetic torque presses one end down while the other end is lifted up. Subsequently, while
having a pivot formed at the pressed end, a positive rotation about z-axis is applied. This
causes the millirobot to rotate forward by a sweep angle of θi in the x − y plane in its ith
step. In the next step, the orientation of the magnetic eld in z-direction is reversed, and
the pivot moves to the other end. A negative rotation about z-axis is applied to rotate the
millirobot by θi+1 about the new pivot point. We consider this process as a complete step.
Repeating this process, locomotion along a desired path is generated. Also, a single tumbling
motion step is achieved by a rotation of the magnetic eld vector about x-axis by a 180 deg
as shown in Fig. 1.4(d).
Here, we calculate the coordinates of the center of mass (xk, yk), with k being the number








Figure 1.5: A nested Helmholtz electromagnetic coil system. (a) Isometric view of CAD design.
(b) Isometric view of actual system. (c) Top view of workspace. (d) Simulation result of magnetic












































































where (x0, y0) are the coordinates of the initial position of the millirobot, n denotes the
number of millirobot, L is the length, and (θ1, θ2) are the sweep angles around two pivot
points, respectively. Also, the b.c denotes the oor function, which is the function that takes
as input a real number and gives as output the greatest integer less than or equal to the
input.
1.6.2 Basic Motion Paths
One can obtain dierent motion paths by choosing dierent combinations of sweep angles.
Three basic motion paths explored here as tools for swarm control; straight, triangular,
and circular paths. Figure 1.6 shows the schematic representations of these paths. The
straight-line motion shown in Fig. 1.6(b) is generated by choosing same sweep angles for
each pivot step (θ1 = θ2 = θc), however, the rst sweep angle has to be the half of others
(θ11 or θ
2
1 = θc/2). The distance covered by millirobot, in this case, is proportional to the
length of the millirobot.
A triangular trajectory is achieved by selecting equal sweep angles for the rst kth steps
(θ11:k = θ
2
1:k = θc) and the sweep angles are switched to negative θc. The two sets of steps are
considered to be a complete step. If the millirobot starts from a line, after 2k steps (end by a
complete step), it goes back to the same line (see Fig. 1.6(c)). The trajectory is an isosceles
triangle, and equal base angles can be expressed in terms of the sweep angle (α = π−θc
2
).




































Figure 1.6: Millirobot walking tools (a) The schematic of the pivot walking with coordinates of the
center of body and the positive directions of sweep angles. (b) Straight line motion. (c) Triangular
trajectory path. (d) Circular path conguration.
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yk = h (1.18)
In order to follow a circular path, two sweep angles must be dierent (θ1 6= θ2). The radii
of the generated circle is related to the sweep angles and length of millirobot. The equation






yk = y0 (1.20)
where rc denotes the radius of circular path (see Fig. 1.6(d)). If the millirobot starts from a
line, after 2k-1 steps, it is not guaranteed to return to the same line. Thus, the sweep angle
of the last step should be performed with a dierent sweep angle.
Consider a circular path with 2k steps. The millirobot moves k steps with sweep angle
θ1 on the rst pivot point and k − 1 steps with sweep angle θ2 on the second pivot point.
The angle between the long axis of the body and the positive direction of x-axis in each step
(βi) and the extra sweep angle (θe) to complete the round (last step or 2k














 θd θd ≤ 90◦180◦ − θd θd > 90◦ (1.22)
θe = 180
◦ − (k θ1 − (k − 1)θ2) (1.23)
We utilize these trajectories as tools to conduct swarm positioning control.
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1.6.3 Swarm Motion Using Basic Motion Paths
Here, we consider two millirobots with dierent pivot separations. Initially they are
placed on a straight line with a separation of ∆ r between them. By using triangular path
planning, one can change the distance between the millirobots and reverse their initial order
on the original line (see Fig. 1.7).
To express the position alteration of two millirobots more accurately, we conduct a para-
metric analysis of the eects of sweep angle and number of steps on the nal positions (see
Fig. 1.8). Figure 1.8(a) depicts the eect of the total number of steps on the nal distance
between two millirobots when a constant sweep angle θc = 24
◦ is used. A negative value for
distance means the order of two millirobots is preserved. Also, Fig. 1.8(b) shows the alter-
ation in the relative position of millirobots in terms of changing sweep angles in a constant
number of steps 2k + 1 = 33. The direction of the path is altered at k = 12. In Fig. 1.8(c),
one can see the dierence in distance between two millirobots at the end of the triangular
path motion as a function of the sweep angle and number of steps (see SP 2).
Based on the results shown in Fig. 1.8, we can claim that with a specic combination
of sweep angle and number of steps, any two millirobots with dierent lengths can walk
to nal positions with their relative distance set to an arbitrary desired value. Next, we
present a formal mathematical formulation for this type of action; consider two millirobots
with dierent lengths L1 and L2 starting on a line with a relative distance of ∆ r. Whereas,
∆ p denotes the nal desired value of the relative distance between two millirobots. From
Eq. (1.15), the base of the triangle can be found as:
d = |xnk − xn0 | = fx(Ln, θc, k) (1.24)
where fx(.) is a function of three parameters (Ln, θc, k), which can be extracted from the
right hand side of Eq. (1.15) and the combination set can be expressed as follows:
S = {( Li
i=1,2
, θc, k) | di = fx(Li, θc, k)
i=1,2
, d2 = ∆ r + d1 ±∆ p} (1.25)










Figure 1.7: Changing the nal distance between two millirobots. The initial distance between two
millirobots is ∆ r = 2 cm and the lengths of the robots are 1.5 cm for red trajectory and 0.5 cm for
blue one. In both paths, the millirobots change the direction after 8 steps. (a) The sweep angle
is θc = 20
◦ and the distance after at the end is approximately 1.25 cm. (b) The sweep angle is
θc = 45
◦ and the distance at the end is approximately 1.4 cm, but the order of the millirobots is
changed. (c) Experimental results of the position altering of two millirobots. The pivot separations





Figure 1.8: Variation of the nal distance between two millirobots with lengths of 2 and 1 cm for
dierent sweep angles and number of steps, when the initial distance is 2 cm. (a) The sweep angle
is xed at θc = 24
◦ and the number of steps is varied. (b) The sweep angle is varied when the










Figure 1.9: Sequences of changing order of three millirobots with 3, 5, and 9 mm in pivot point
separations.
motion path to change the order of any number of millirobots initially placed on a straight
line. Subsequently, we conduct an experiment to show this ability only for three millirobots
with dierent pivot separations due to the restriction imposed by the size of the workspace
(see Fig. 1.9). We should note that in the following gures of the experimental results, we
just show a select number of steps in the overlay pictures to highlight the overall path of the
swarm motions without overcrowding the gures. One can see the experiments in the videos
provided in the supplementary materials.
We present a swarm motion of two millirobots using the basic paths. This swarm motion
shows the capability of the walking tools. We assume that the initial and nal positions of
two millirobots are (r1, r2) and (p1, p2) respectively. Without loss of generality, we consider




























Figure 1.10: Swarm pattern motion of two millirobots with 3 and 9 mm lengths. (a) Illustration
of swarm motion. Initial positions are marked by squares and nal ones by circles. Dashed lines
show the paths of the centers of millirobots in three runs. (b) Simulation result of walking two
millirobots. (c) The experimental result of the swarm motion of two millirobots.
moves faster and undergoes longer triangular path. This motion consists of three walking
runs including a line with a slope, triangular path, and straight line motions to generate
a swarm pattern motion. Figure 1.10 shows an illustration of simulation and experimental
results of the swarm motion of two millirobots with dierent pivot separations.
1.7 Swarm Position Control of n Millirobots
The proposed swarm control methodology often requires a priory determination of the
lengths of the millirobots required to perform a specic placement task. In this section, we
present an algorithm that yields the required robot lengths, sweep angles, and number of
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Figure 1.11: Swarm control algorithm
steps to move millirobots from their initial positions to desired nal destinations.
Algorithm 1 is used to position n millirobots from initial positions to nal desired ones.
This positional control of n millirobots can be carried out by calculating the lengths of
millirobots based on their initial positions and desired nal destinations. The algorithm
presents the process of nding dierent sets of (Ln, θn, kn) to perform this task.
In order to position n millirobots at their corresponding nal destinations, one can
use Algorithm 1.11. Let's consider the rst millirobot (m1) as it moves to its nal po-
sition with straight motion based on Eqs. (1.15) and (1.16), by calculating the set S1 =
{(θc1, k1) | straight motion , (x10, y10)→ (x1f , y1f )}. Using this set and applying it to Eqs. (1.15)
and (1.16) for other millirobots, the coordinates of midpoint position of each millirobot
(xi1, y
i
1 ; i = 2 : n) can be expressed as a function of their lengths (Li ; i = 2 : n), sweep
angle, and number of steps. The relative distance between the initial and nal position of
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a midpoint of each millirobot is also a function of its length, sweep angle, and number of
steps. By solving the resulting equations, one can get the sets of millirobot lengths, sweep
angles, and the number of steps o-line. Then, the millirobots can be placed at their initial
positions and the swarm control can be conducted by applying the solution sets.
1.8 Controllability Analysis
The kinematic equations of motion of each robot can be represented using the unicycle
model as follows.
ẋ = x+ ur cos (θ +
π
2
) + up cos θ (1.26)
ẏ = y + ur sin (θ +
π
2
) + up sin θ (1.27)
or in matrix form:
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where ur is the rolling speed and up is the walking speed.
This model can be generalized to describe the swarm robots system as follows.
˙̄x = Ax̄ + Bū (1.34)
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The controllibility C of the swarm system can formulated as follows.
C =
[
B,AB,A2B, · · · , A2n−1B
]
(1.39)
For one robot, the matrices A and B are the same as matrices on Eqs. (1.30) and (1.31);
then, the rank of C in this case will be two, which means all degrees of freedom (DOFs) are
controllable. For two robots, the matrices A and B are represented as:
A =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0




1 0 v1 0
0 1 0 v1
1 0 v2 0
0 1 0 v2
 (1.41)
Here, the rank of C will be 4, which means all DOFs are controllable. This swarm
control is shown in Fig. 1.10. In this experiment, the robots are controlled to place to their
corresponding desired nal positions. Also, in the parametric analysis done in Fig. 1.8, it is
shown that the relative distance between two robots can get any values. It means they can
be steered to any desired position with a certain sequence of pivot walking and tumbling
modes motion.
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The matrices A and B for three robots can be written as:
A =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0





1 0 v1 0
0 1 0 v1
1 0 v2 0
0 1 0 v2
1 0 v3 0
0 1 0 v3

(1.43)
and the rank of C in this case will be 4, which means only 4 DOFs are controllable as we
have seen in the previous case. Therefore, it is shown that only two robots can be controlled.
The controllability analysis shows that swarm systems with more than four DOFs are
not controllable. This is because the rolling input moves all robots by applying the same
rigid-body transformation. Similarly, the pivot walking also applies the same rigid body
transformation, but scaled by the constant vi for each robot. This constant linearly depends
on the length of the robot.
1.9 Results
1.9.1 Swarm Pattern Motions
In this section, we experimentally demonstrate the swarm position control of the mil-
lirobots to generate dierent geometrical shapes including triangle, square, pentagon (see
Fig. 1.12), and hexagon patterns (see Fig. 1.13). The edges of each shape are considered as
the nal desired positions of each millirobot. In these experiments, we use the secondary
design of the millirobots, in which the pivot separations are xed at 3, 5, 7, and 9 mm.
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By using the reverse solutions of Algorithm 1, one can nd the desired initial positions to
perform a swarm motion. In addition, we use the tumbling motion to move the nal shape of
patterns. This capability is the strength of the presented swarm motion. Any desired pattern
can be generated through Algorithm 1 and then the nal pattern can be placed anywhere by
using the tumbling mode motions. Figure 1.13 depicts the experimental result of the swarm
position motions to generate a Hexagon pattern. This swarm motion is conducted by six
millirobots with three dierent lengths. We use two millirobots of each length, which are 3,
7, and 9 mm. The millirobots start at points ri; i = 1 : 6. They move to points pi; i = 1 : 6
in pivot walking mode to generate the desired hexagon pattern. Then, they are steered in
tumbling mode to reach their corresponding nal points (qi; i = 1 : 6). Also, it should be
noted that in the gure we only show the experimental results of the hexagon pattern to
reduce the complexity.
1.9.2 Swarm application
The objective of swarm control of a group of robots is to perform a task, which is not
possible to perform with a single robot. Here, we numerically and experimentally show
practical applications of the swarm motions of these millirobots. We should note that we
assume that there are no collisions among the millirobots during their motions.
1.9.2.1 Expansion maneuver
A group of four primary-design millirobots conducts a maneuver that expands from
a contracted initial formation to an expanded one. We call this maneuver Expansion.
The simulation of the expansion maneuver is conducted as follows; the group starts from
a relatively compact of initial positions. Then, a circular motion is performed to place the
robots in front of a narrow opening while xing their relative distances at specic values. This
formation makes it possible for the group to go through the channel by using straight-line
motion. After passing the channel, depending on whether we require horizontal or vertical
expansion, the subsequent scenarios are dierent. For instance, after formation undergoes the
walking sequences to pass through the channel, they are steered on an inclined straight line
to adjust their positions on subsequent circular paths. In the end, a circular motion is carried
out to bring all millirobots to their nal positions. (see Fig. 1.14 (a)). We experimentally
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Figure 1.12: Swarm dierent patterns formation. a) Triangle. b)Square. c) Pentagon. Dashed
color-line represents the path of the midpoint of each millirobot. The initial (ris) and nal (pi)
positions are shown by squares and circles symbols. The second nal positions (qis) are shown the


























Figure 1.13: Swarm motions of six millirobots to generate a hexagon pattern. Each dashed color-
line represents the path of the midpoint of each millirobot. The initial and nal positions are shown
by squares and circles symbols. (a) Six millirobots start from their initial positions (ri; i = 1 : 6)
and move to points pi; i = 1 : 6 in pivot walking mode to generate a hexagon pattern. (b) The
millirobots are steered to their nal positions (qi; i = 1 : 6) in tumbling mode while the hexagon
pattern is preserved.
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demonstrate the expansion maneuver conducted by four millirobots. They are placed in
specic compact initial positions to minimize the attraction forces between the magnets.
Figure 1.14(b) shows a selected sequence of frames of experimental results of the expansion
maneuver. The millirobots start from their initial positions (ri; i = 1 : 4). They move in a
circular path to a location in front of the opening; then, walk in a straight line formation to
go through the channel. In the end, circular and line motions are performed to expand the
formation and reach nal destinations (pi; i = 1 : 4).
1.9.2.2 Contraction maneuver
A group of millirobots is placed on the respective expanded formation of initial positions.
Then, they undergo a reverse sequence of motions explained in the expansion maneuver.
They are steered to the intermediate compact positions in front of a narrow channel and
walked through it. In the end, a maneuver is performed in order to place the millirobots in
respective desired nal positions. Alternatively, the contraction maneuver can be named as
the reverse maneuver of expansion motions.
1.9.2.3 Reverse maneuver
Under the same control input, all millirobots move in the same direction. A challenging
task is to steer the millirobots in opposite direction by applying the same magnetic eld.
We propose a walking plan to move two millirobots from a set of initial positions to the
desired set of nal destinations, which is required an opposite direction motion. We name
this maneuver Reverse. Figure 1.15(a) shows an illustration of this maneuver. This walking
plan consists of ve sequences; including two pivot walking and three tumbling mode motions.
The millirobots are placed on the top side of the two obstacles. They should pass a narrow
channel with a width of Wc and be positioned at the other side of the obstacles.
We conduct an experiment to show the reverse maneuver as follows (see Fig. 1.15(b)); two
millirobots with dierent pivot separations (3 and 9 mm) are placed at their corresponding
initial positions (r1, r2). Here, the millirobot placed at r1 has bigger pivot separation than
the other one. First, they move to the point 1 in pivot walking mode to reduce the relative
distance between them until it reaches less than Wc. Then, they tumble back to the point












Figure 1.14: Sequences of the horizontal expansion maneuver of four millirobots with dierent
lengths as 3, 5, 7, and 9 mm. The compacted initial and the nal expanded formations are indicated
by gray and black dashed polygons respectively. Each dashed line represents the path of the midpoint
of each millirobot.
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the channel and pass it to the point 3. Then, they are steered to the point 4 in the pivot
walking mode to increase the relative distance between them. At the end, they tumble to
their nal destinations (p1, p2).
We should note that the experiments are conducted on a dry surface. Thus, we observe
slippages at the pivot points in dierent situations. As we have pre-dened control inputs
acting on the system, we can not overcome the eects of the slippages on the nal outputs.
This causes the experimental misplaced positions of millirobots from their simulated and
desired nal destinations. There are not any trends or similarities for the misplacements and
are due to un-modeled friction on the surface. The solution for this problem would be to
add a closed-loop controller to correct the motion of each millirobot, which will be proposed
in the next chapter.
1.10 Conclusion
This study proposed a pre-computational technique for swarm position control of a group
of small-scale robots using uniform input. We presented an algorithm for the positioning
n-robots actuated by similar forces. The unique millirobots introduced in our previous
study [2] modied in design. We placed magnets at the center of the body to reduce the
magnetic attraction forces. Also, we added two legs acting as pivot points. In new design,
by varying the pivot separation and keeping identical lengths, the millirobots can move in
dierent velocities in pivot walking mode and constant velocity in tumbling mode. To obtain
dierent positional outcomes out of steering millirobots under the same control input, we
used millirobots with dierent lengths as well as variable pivot separation in pivot walking
mode.
First, we presented two modied designs of millirobots and itemized their advantages.
Then, we demonstrated dierent walking tools, which were utilized for the swarm motions.
We designed an algorithm to place n millirobots from arbitrary initial positions to other
arbitrary nal positions. The lengths of millirobots were calculated based on the coordinates
of the initial and nal positions and a pre-computational path planning to perform the swarm
motions. We veried the proposed algorithm for swarm positioning the millirobots through












Figure 1.15: Sequences of the reverse maneuver of two millirobots with dierent pivot separations
as 3 and 9 mm.
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of our millirobots to perform a group task.
In the experiments, we faced the misplaced conditions for millirobots, which was the
result of slippage from lack of necessary friction at pivot points. For the next step, we are
working on a closed-loop control strategy to conduct more precise experiments.
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Feedback Control of Millimeter Scale Pivot Walkers
Using Magnetic Actuation
1.11 Problem description
An external magnetic eld can be used to remotely control small-scaled robots, making
them promising candidates for diverse biomedical and engineering applications. In this
section, we introduce a magnetically actuated robot that navigates in a horizontal plane.
Previously, we showed that our proposed robot is highly agile and can perform a variety
of locomotive tasks such as pivot walking, tumbling, and tapping. Here, we focus on the
closed-loop controlling of the locomotion of the millirobot in the pivot walking mode. The
role of the sweep and tilt angles in robot's motion is also investigated.
We propose two controllers to regulate the gait of the pivot walker. The rst one is
a proportional-geometric controller, which determines the correct pivot point that the mil-
lirobot should use. Then, it regulates the angular velocity proportionally based on the error
between the center of the millirobot and the reference trajectory. The second controller is
based on a gradient descent optimization technique, which expresses the control action as
an optimization problem. These control algorithms enable the millirobot to generate sta-
ble gait while tracking a desired trajectory. We conduct a set of dierent experiments and
simulation runs to establish the eectiveness and the robustness of proposed controllers for
dierent sweep angles. Robustness is measured in terms of the tracking error. The two
controllers exhibit excellent performance, but it is observed that gradient descent based con-
troller yields faster convergence time, smaller tracking error, and fewer number of steps.
Finally. We perform a vast experimentally parametric analysis on the eect of the sweep
angle, tilt angle, and step time on the tracking error. As we expect, the optimization-based
controller outperforms the geometric based controller.
1.12 Introduction
Biologically inspired locomotion and the growth in need for mobility in challenging and
unknown environments have motivated many researchers to design dierent miniature robots.
These robots can be listed as conventional wheeled, crawling and snake-like, legged, and hop-
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per. Recently, traversability in irregular environments has become an important feature in
the design of robots. Small-scale robots show great potential capabilities in maneuverabil-
ity and reachability in such environments. Also, these robots can benet from untethered
actuation mechanisms and free from limitations imposed by onboard actuators and power
sources. Untethered tiny robots can be actuated by external forces, such as electromagnetic
elds [21, 32], acoustic waves [33], and light [3436].
Small scaled robots actuated and controlled by external magnetic elds can be used in
dierent applications such as accessing and manipulating objects in tight spaces. Various
locomotion modes has been developed for these types of robots such as Pulling/Pushing
[37], Tumbling/Rolling [38], Helical Thrusting [39], Swimming [40], Crawling [41], Stick-
Slipping [42], and Pivot Walking [2]. These locomotions can be carried out by rigid or soft
mechanisms [43].
Here, we summarize these dierent motion modes. Steering a permanent magnet can
generate a magnetic force and subsequently pull or push a magnetic body on a dry surface
or in a uid environment. Diller et al. [24] controlled a sub-millimeter robots by using a mag-
netic gradient pulling method. The resulting tumbling motion exhibited a more controllable
mode without signicant slippage. Bi et al. [44] presented a microrobot that is controlled
by an external magnetic eld. A permanent magnet was rotated beneath the workspace and
regulated a microrobot to tumble and travel through a narrow channel. Alternatively, when
a rotating magnetic eld is applied to a helical robot submerged in a uid, it will move in the
direction of the helical axis. Bozuyuk et al. [39] 3D printed a double-helical microswimmer
made from a magnetic polymer composite. The motion of this robot was controlled using
light in order to perform drug payload carry and release tasks.
In addition, robots can swim in a liquid medium by producing a wavy motion of their
bodies. Zhang and Diller [45] designed a exible magnetic sheet, which can swim in a
liquid. Using the same technique, one can also generate crawling motion on dry surfaces.
Accordingly, Hu et al. [41] developed a non-uniform magnetized soft millimeter-scale robot
and controlled it to move on a solid surface, swim inside and on the surface of a liquid, and
crawl in a channel.
Using magnetic actuation makes it possible to signicantly reduce the size of pivot walkers
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because the burden of having on-board actuators is now moved elsewhere. This type of
magnetically actuated locomotion was used by Dong and Sitti [46] to regulate the motion of
a microgripper. They controlled the gripper to reach and grip an object, then move it and
release it at the desired destination.
In this section, we propose two control algorithms that track time-dependent desired
trajectories based on millirobot's kinematics. We verify our proposed controllers through
simulation and experimental results.
The rst scheme is a proportional-geometric controller, which moves the center of the
millirobot to the desired location at that time instant. The controller performs this task
by taking successive steps alternating between the two pivot points. During each step,
based on the distances between the pivot points and the desired position, one of the pivot
points is chosen. Then, the millirobot swings about the chosen pivot with a velocity that is
proportional to the distance between the center of the millirobot and the desired point.
The second control scheme is based on a gradient descent optimization technique, where
the control problem is expressed as an optimization problem. The control inputs are the
parameters that need to be optimized to reduce the error between the center of the millirobot
and the desired trajectory. These control algorithms enable the millirobot to walk and track
an arbitrary trajectory.
The locomotion of the millirobot depends on three parameters, sweep angle, tilt angle,
and generating path step time. We conduct extensive experiments to perform parametric
analysis on the eects of varying these parameters on the trajectory tracking error.
1.13 Kinematic model
As we discussed before, the magnetic millirobot is actuated by an external magnetic eld
B. The induced magnetic torque will rotate and align the millirobot's permanent magnetic
M with the external magnetic eld. As shown in Fig. 1.17, the pivot points are labeled as A
and B . A pivot point is formed when one end is pressed down while the other end is lifted
up by a tilt angle (α) by applying the induced magnetic eld in that direction.
Derivation of the kinematics of the pivot walker is based on the assumption that the
millirobot is constructed as a rigid body. To identify the millirobot position on the plane,
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Figure 1.16: The CAD design of a pivot walking millirobot. A permanent magnet is embedded at
the center. The red and blue sides are represented the north and south magnetic poles, respectively.
two reference frames are used; the global and the local reference frames as shown in Fig. 1.17.
The axes XI and YI dene an arbitrary inertial basis in the global reference frame. To specify
the position of the millirobot, a point C on the center of the millirobot is chosen. The basis
{xC , yC} denes the millirobot's local reference frame that passes through C. The position
of C in the global reference frame is specied by coordinates x and y, and the angle between
the two frames is given by θ. The robot position is then fully identied by the three variables
x, y, and θ. A 3×1-vector qI is dened to describe the millirobot state in the global frame






The transformation between the millirobot frame and inertial frame is described as follows:
q̇R = R(θ)q̇I (1.45)
R(θ) =

cos θ sin θ 0
− sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1
 (1.46)
where R(θ) is the rotation matrix. Based on Eq. (1.45) the kinematics of the millirobot in
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Figure 1.17: The global reference frame and the millirobot local reference frame.
the inertial frame can be written as follows:
q̇I = R(θ)
−1q̇R (1.47)
Thus, we need to obtain the kinematic equations in the millirobot frame. But, before
presenting the derivation of the kinematic model of the pivot walker, an assumption should
be presented. The robot can only rotate about the pivots without slippage. Figure 1.18
describes how the millirobot is rotating about each pivot, wherein Fig. 1.18(a), the active
pivot is A, therefore this point is xed and the millirobot is rotating about it. While point
B is xed when pivot B is active as shown in Fig. 1.18(b). Successive switching between the
two pivots will enable the millirobot to generate locomotion.
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Figure 1.18: The robot motion about each pivot.
Since the millirobot has two pivots, it has two kinematic models, one for each pivot. The
derivation of the kinematic model for pivot A can be presented as follows. The velocity of the
millirobot's center in the millirobot frame vRC is dened using the relative velocity between
points C and A such as:
vRC = v
R
A + ω̄ × rRC/A (1.48)
where vA is equal to zero since the point A is xed pivot, ω̄ is the millirobot angular velocity







































Similarly, for pivot B, Eqs. (1.48)-(1.52) are used to obtain the millirobot velocity in the




B + ω̄ × rRC/B (1.53)
where vB is equal to zero since the point B is xed pivot and rC/B is the position vector






































 for pivot B
(1.56)
where ẋ and ẏ are the millirobot linear velocities, θ̇ is the millirobot angular velocity. As
can be seen, the kinematic model is a hybrid model that contains continuous-time functions
and discrete events (e.g the switching between the two models). Hybrid systems [47] are
harder to control. As we have control over the switching between two pivots, the switching
can be modeled as input to the kinematic model that results in combining the two kinematic











where σ is the switching control input between the models, If σ = 1, the pivot A is active,
whereas σ = −1, means that B is the active pivot. Value of the parameter σ is constrained
by either 1 or −1 depending on the desired active pivot.
Finally, the positions of pivots A and B are obtained using vector projection, where pivot




















The locomotion of the millirobot is composed of successive steps. Each step can be
described as a motion about a pivot point. The location of the pivot point alternates between
two contact points with the ground surface. Figure 1.19 schematically shows a two-step
progression of this type of locomotion. During the rst step, pivot A is active and no motion
occurs there. Meanwhile, pivot B is free to move with the millirobot body. Once the main
link rotates into the desired angle the active pivot is switched to pivot B and now pivot A is
free to move with the main link. This process is repeated to generate forward locomotion.
In general, walking consists of some successive steps. To analyze the locomotion of the
millirobot, we dene a set of gait parameters. The sweep angle θs is dened as the angle
between two successive steps. The number of switches between the two pivots is dened
as the number of steps Ns. The sweep angle has a signicant impact on the motion, the
number of steps, and the travel distance. In order to demonstrate the eect of the sweep
angle, a locomotion algorithm is designed to control the millirobot to walk along a straight
line. This locomotion algorithm was designed such that the millirobot starts from initial
position, then takes a step with half of the desired sweep angle. Subsequently, the pivot is
switched and followed by a step with a full desired sweep angle. Finally, the pivot is switched
again to perform the next step on the other pivot. The straight-line locomotion is shown in
Algorithm 1.20.
Figure 1.21 shows dierent robot trajectories for dierent sweep angles in the range of
1◦ to 360◦. As can be seen from Fig. 1.21, the sweep angle has a signicant eect on the
number of steps. Whereas, the number of steps is very large for small angles and gradually
reduces for increasing values of the sweep angle. Another observation is that the millirobot
path is almost a straight line at smaller angles, while curved paths appear at larger sweep
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Figure 1.19: A two-step angular progression in pivot walking.
angles. A full parametric analysis is conducted to see the eect of the sweep angle on the
number of steps and travel distance.
Figure 1.22 shows the number of steps as a function of the sweep angle for a travel
distance of 6 cm. At lower sweep angles, the number of steps is very large with a singularity
at θs = 0. Increasing the sweep angle results in a fewer number of steps, As can be seen
in Fig. 1.21, after about 200◦, the number of steps starts increasing as the contribution of
the steps to the forward motion diminish. At θs = 360
◦, there is another singularity since
the millirobot rotates around its own central axis. Also, a higher number of steps results in
longer completion times. Figure 1.23 depicts the millirobot's travel distance as a function of
the sweep angle. Ideally, the travel distance is equal to the path length at lower sweep angles.
But increasing the sweep angle results in drifts from the path length leading to higher travel
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Figure 1.20: Straight-line locomotion.
distances, and therefore, to longer task completion times.
These two parametric analysis results can be used in designing and optimizing control
algorithms for the pivot walker robot. For example, a small sweep angle can be used to
perform accurate tasks, but small sweep angles result in a higher number of steps. Therefore,
the process becomes a trade-o between accuracy and task completion time.
1.15 Control Design
Based on the kinematic model presented in Eq. (1.57), the millirobot motion can be
governed using two control inputs σ and ω. The input σ determines the active pivot that the
millirobot rotates about and ω denes how fast the millirobot will rotate about the active
pivot. In this section, we present a control algorithm for a pivot walking robot to track
an arbitrary trajectory. The goal of this controller is to minimize the error e between the
millirobot center (x, y) and the desired trajectory (xd, yd). Figure 1.24 shows the millirobot
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Figure 1.21: Dierent robot paths for dierent sweep angles. The robot length is 10 mm and the
desired path length is 40 mm. The purple dashed line represents the straight path, the center of
the millirobot trajectory is shown as a thick black line. The blue and red lines represent the pivots
A and B respectively. Blue and red areas indicate that the millirobot rotates about pivots A and
B respectively. The change in color in these areas represents the number of switches between the
two pivots, hence the number of steps.
and the desired trajectory. The challenge in designing a control algorithm for such systems
is how to handle the switching between the two kinematic models. There are two ways to
solve this problem. First, pre-plan the motion using algorithms that take into consideration
the millirobot kinematics (e.g humanoid and bipedal robots). Second, design an algorithm
that can solve the planning and control problem, simultaneously. Here, we will focus on
the second approach. Two control algorithms are proposed to track the desired trajectory
without pre-planning the motion.
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Figure 1.22: Variation of number of steps to travel 6 cm as a function of sweep angle.
1.15.1 Geometric based controller
As discussed earlier, the challenge in controlling a walking robot is how to design the
control algorithm that switches between the pivots to minimize the error. We propose to
use the distance between two pivots and the desired path, and based on the distance, the
millirobot uses the nearest pivot as the active pivot and rotates about it. The idea behind
this algorithm is that the millirobot rotates about the nearest pivot (e.g. A) to the trajectory
until the other pivot (e.g. B) becomes the nearest one. Then, the pivot is switched to B
until A becomes the nearest pivot to the trajectory, and so on. Expressions for the distances




(xA − xd)2 + (yA − yd)2) (1.62)
dBd =
√
(xB − xd)2 + (yB − yd)2) (1.63)
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Figure 1.23: Variation of robot traveled distance as function of sweep angle.
Then, the active pivot is:
σ = sign(dBd − dAd) (1.64)
where σ = 1 if dBd is greater than dAd and σ = −1 if dBd is less than dAd.
After selecting the active pivot that minimizes the error, a proportional controller for the
angular velocity ω is formulated as follows:
ω = k σ en (1.65)
where k is a positive gain, and en is the norm of error between the millirobot center and the
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Figure 1.24: Control problem description.
desired trajectory given by:
en =
√
(x− xd)2 + (y − yd)2) (1.66)
The sign of σ plays an important role in this control law (Eq. (1.65)) to specify in what
direction the millirobot should rotate. Finally, this control algorithm integrated with the
sweep angle concept and shown in Algorithm 1.25, where the switching between the two
pivots is constrained by completing the sweep angle.
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Figure 1.25: Geometric based algorithm.
1.15.2 Optimization based controller
In controls theory, the control law's purpose is to minimize the error between the mil-
lirobot and the desired states. In other words, the control problem is an optimization problem




(q − qd)2 (1.67)
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((x− xd)2 + (y − yd)2 + (θ − θd)2)) (1.68)
Our goal here is to minimize the cost function, by optimizing the control inputs σ and ω.
Using the kinematic model (Eq. (1.57)), the sensitivity of the cost function concerning control
inputs is obtained using the chain rule. This control algorithm has a similar structure to a
neural network, but it is based on the kinematic network. This network consists of several
layers; the rst layer is the input nodes and the last layer is the millirobot position and
orientation. The intermediate layers represent the kinematic connection between the input
and the output. Finally, the back-propagation depends on the same concept of the sensitivity
of the objective function for control inputs.
The derivation of the proposed control algorithm is presented next. The sensitivity of



































where the partial derivatives are obtained as follows
∂J
∂x
= x− xd ,
∂J
∂y
= y − yd ,
∂J
∂θ
= θ − θd
∂x
∂ω
= ∆t σ cos θ ,
∂y
∂ω






= −∆t σω sin θ , ∂y
∂θ
= ∆t σω cos θ (1.70)





















where the partial derivatives are obtained as follows
∂x
∂σ
= ∆t ω cos θ ,
∂y
∂σ





Using the gradient descent, the control laws are








where η is the learning rate. Then, saturation and sign functions are used to constrain the
control inputs.
ω = sat(ω0) (1.75)
σ = sign(σ0) (1.76)
This control algorithm learns and optimizes the control inputs to minimize the cost
function, which is the error in this case. Also, this algorithm has an advantage over the
previous one because it is able to regulate the orientation of the millirobot.
1.16 Simulation Results
We test the performance of the proposed controllers by conducting a set of simulation
runs in dierent cases. In each case, we use an eight-shape path as the desired trajectory.
The initial condition of the millirobot used in the simulation runs is qI = [0cm −4.2cm π2 ]
T ,
and the eect of varying sweep angle is studied. The 10◦ and 30◦ sweep angles are considered
for the rst and second cases respectively. In both cases, the following eight-shape trajectory
is used.
xd = −4 sin(0.1 t) (1.77)
yd = −4 cos(0.05 t) (1.78)
It is worth to note that the controllers are tested in the absence of tilt angle and number
of steps constraints. Also, the step time is xed at 0.1 second.
Figure 1.26(a) depicts the simulation results for both cases. As it can be seen, the control
methods with smaller θ perfectly track the desired trajectory. Figure 1.26(b) shows the norm
of the tracking error en, which is presented in Eq. (1.66). Therefore, both controllers perform
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well, but the optimization based controller shows better performance. Also, in terms of the
number of steps, the geometric and optimization based controllers are taking 296 and 269
steps to track the desired trajectory, respectively.
In order to test the robustness of the proposed controllers, trajectory tracking is tested
with a 30◦ sweep angle. As one can see in Fig. 1.26(a), two control methods track the desired
trajectory with more deections. The norm of the tracking error en illustrated in Fig. 1.26(b),
shows these higher errors. Although two controllers perform well, the optimization based
controller outperforms the geometric based one again. Also, in terms of the number of steps,
two controllers have approximately a similar number of steps; 75 steps are taken in the
optimization method and 71 steps in the geometric one.
Clearly, the sweep angle aects the controllers' performance because it constrains the
millirobot kinematics. As we expected, a comparison of both cases shows that larger sweep
angles result in a fewer number of steps but the tracking error performance deteriorates.
1.17 Experimental Results
The experimental results section will be divided into two parts: the rst will discuss the
experimental setup and signal processing; the second part will discuss the tracking perfor-
mance of the proposed controllers, and the experimentally parametric analysis.
1.17.1 Experimental setup and signal processing
Figure 1.27 shows an overview of the experimental setup. In the experiments, we use a 10-
mm in length millirobot, which is 3D printed using the photo-polymer resin (see Fig. 1.4(c)).
The nested electromagnetic Helmholtz coil actuates this millirobot.
The pivot walker position and orientation are obtained via visual feedback. Image pro-
cessing techniques are utilized to estimate the pivot walker pose from the video stream. A
snapshot of video steam was taken at every time step. Then, a hue saturation value (HSV)
lter was applied to detect the pivot walker color. Subsequently, we use a region lter to
detect a rectangle that denes the millirobot based on its area and centroid. Finally,a l-
ter is used to combine the predicted states (xp, yp, and θp) from kinematic model with the
measured states (xm, ym, and θm) from the camera. this lter is helpful to reduce noise and
avoid in position and orientation feedback. The overall system structure can be summarized
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in Fig 1.28.
1.17.2 Tracking performance and parametric analysis
In order to validate our proposed control schemes, we conduct a set of dierent experi-
ments and analyze the data to study the locomotion dynamics. Three dierent parameters
are played the main role in the motion outcomes: tilt angle(α), sweep angle (θ), and the
generating desired path time step (∆t). We perform parametric analysis on these factors
and study the eect of them on the error between the experimental results and the desired
path. Here, we dene a variable S as a set of the values of three parameters S = [θ, α,∆t];
for example if, in an experiment, we use sweep angle as 30◦, tilt angle as 15◦, and time step
as 0.1, the set will be S = [30, 15, 0.1]. Note that the developed kinematic model does not
take into account the eect of the tilt angle (α) so it is also useful to study the gradual
change of this parameter.
To conduct the experimentally parametric analysis on our proposed controllers, we vary
the sweep angle between 10 to 40 degrees and the tilt angle between 20 to 30 by increment
5 and choose dierent values for ∆t = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3}. In total, we have in total 63 dierent
experimental sets. We consecutively conduct ten experiments for each set. First, for each
set and experiment, we calculate the means of the errors between the center of millirobot
and the desired trajectory over the entire trajectory. Then, we normalize these means by the
length of the millirobot and compute the mean for each set over all ten experiments denoting
by ME.
For the rst step, we choose the geometric based controller to analyze the eect of sweep
and tilt angles and the time step onME. We conduct ten experiments for each experimental
set and obtain the mean values. Figure 1.29 shows the variation of ME for dierent tilt
angles and step time when the sweep angle is xed at ten degrees. As one can see in Fig. 1.29,
the error follows a consistent trend by varying the tilt angle. First, the error is decreasing
to reach its minimum value of around α = 24.5◦, then it increases. This trend is completely
related to the stickiness and the slippage of the pivot points on the surface.
In Fig. 1.29(a), the dashed line in the middle at α = 24.5◦ represents the point that the
minimum value of the ME occurs. On the left side of this line, the error increases due to
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more sticky motions on the pivot points. On the other hand, more slippage on the pivot
points due to a higher tilt angle causes more error on the right side of the line. Also, for
each time step, the slippage problem brings out more error than the stickiness on the pivot
point. This pattern can also be seen in Fig. 1.29(b). In each time step, the minimum takes
place near α = 25◦, and tilt angles more than 25 degrees have more error than the angles
less than 25 degrees.
Figure 1.30 depicts the actual trajectory tracking of the millirobots, which represents
the results of Fig. 1.29. In this gure, one can recognize the eects of the stickiness and
slippage of the pivot points and varying the time step. As one can see, by increasing the
tilt angle, more slippage occurs. By increasing the step time, generating the desired path
becomes faster than the reaction of the millirobot, and it can not follow the path. This lag
is completely obvious if someone pays attention to the nal position of the millirobot. At
∆t = 0.3s, the distance between the nal and initial positions is greater than the others for
every tilt angle.
Figure 1.31 depicts the parametric analysis over dierent sweep angles. The minimum
MEs are near 25 degrees for tilt angle in most of the cases. The surface of the experimental
set-up workspace does not have a uniform coecient of ction. Thus, we see some inconsis-
tencies in the experimental errors. But, the pattern of increasing in ME happens when the
tilt angle is varied up and down. In Fig. 1.31, at α = 30◦, by increasing the sweep angle,
the ME is decreasing. This happens because when the millirobot rotates more in each time
step, it can overcome more on the stickiness problem, without adding the slippage problem;
but by increasing the time step, the slippage issue appears and as shown in Fig. 1.31(a)
to (c), the overall mean error increases. The optimum value for sweep angle at α = 30◦ is
approximately 35◦ and at α = 20◦ is 30◦. We can conclude that the optimum sweep angle
can be 30◦ ≤ θ0 ≤ 35◦.
Figure. 1.32 shows the eect of the sweep angle in the trajectory tracking represented in
Fig. 1.31. One can nd the video of these experiments as supplementary materials.
To compare both controllers and analyze the error distribution, we choose three dierent
sets of main parameters and conduct 100 experiments for each set and controller. The sets
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are:
S1 = {25, 25, 0.1}
S2 = {30, 25, 0.1} (1.79)
S3 = {30, 30, 0.1}
We should note that the time step is chosen to be constant in order to check the dif-
ferentiation of stickiness and slippage factors. Figure 1.33 shows the histogram distribution
of normalized error over 100 experiments. As we expect, it shows a semi-bell-shaped curve
and more Weibull distribution. The peak of the curve corresponds to the ME. As one can
see, by increasing the tilt angle, the distribution shifts to left and shows more error due to
more slippage, and also shows a wider distribution, smaller standard deviation, and smaller
peak. Also, a higher sweep angle causes less mean value. Table 1.1 presents the variance and
standard deviation (SD) of each set. In the overall view, as we showed in Fig. 1.26(b), the
optimal controller has less error than the geometric based controller. It can be concluded
via less mean values of histogram for the optimal control scheme. Figure. 1.32 shows typical
examples of these experiments. The out-performance of the optimization based controller
can be also recognizable.
Table 1.1: The variance and standard deviation of experimental results of dierent sets when
the time step is xed at 0.1 second.
Controller θ (deg) α (deg) Var. SD
Gb 25 25 41.8677 6.47053
Ob 25 25 47.9418 6.47625
Gb 30 25 98.4696 9.92318
Ob 30 25 99.291 9.96449
Gb 30 30 14.0265 3.46792
Ob 3 0 30 14.6243 3.82418
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1.18 Conclusion
In this section, kinematic modeling and control for pivot walking millirobots were ad-
dressed. We proposed two control algorithms to guide the pivot walker while it follows the
desired path. The rst controller was a proportional-geometric based approach. In this ap-
proach, the controller activated the nearest pivot point to the desired trajectory. Then, it
used a proportional controller to regulate the angular velocity about that pivot point. The
second method was based on optimization approach. The gradient descent algorithm was
used to optimize the active pivot and the angular velocity and minimize the tracking error
between the millirobot and the desired trajectory.
First, we performed a numerical parametric analysis to investigate the eect of the sweep
angle on the number of steps and travel distance. We checked the performance of the
tracking algorithms within two simulation scenarios, one with 10 degrees sweep angle, the
other one with 30 degrees. In both scenarios, two algorithms were tested without placing
constraints on the tilt angle and step time. We showed that the optimization-based controller
outperformed the proportional-geometric approach. It had a faster convergence time, smaller
tracking error, but a higher number of steps. In addition, we conducted many experimental
tests to verify our proposed controllers. We analyzed the eect of sweep angle, tilt angle, and
step time in trajectory tracking. We showed that at a certain tilt angle, we have a minimum
tracking error. Although in the smaller angle, the stickiness of the pivot point on the ground





Figure 1.26: Simulation results of tracking an eight-shape path with dierent sweep angles. (a)
Tracking the desired path with sweep angles 10 and 30 degrees. The Blue and red circles show the
start and end positions, respectively. The black, red, dashed blue, green, and dashed purple are the
desired trajectory, the simulation results of the geometric based controller of 10 and 30 degrees and
the simulation results of optimization based controller of 10 and 30 degrees, respectively. (b) Time
histories of the error between the center of the robot and the desired path. In the legend, Gb and
Ob denote geometric and optimization based controllers respectively.
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Figure 1.27: Overview of the experimental setup.




Δ𝑡 = 0.1 s
Δ𝑡 = 0.2 s
Δ𝑡 = 0.3 s
Sweep angle 𝜃 = 10°
Sweep angle 𝜃 = 10°
SlippageStickiness
Figure 1.29: Experimentally parametric analysis ofME when the sweep angle θ = 10◦ is constant.
(a) Variation of ME over dierent tilt angle. (b) Variation of ME over dierent step time.
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𝛼 = 20°, Δ𝑡 = 0.1 s
𝛼 = 25°, Δ𝑡 = 0.1 s
𝛼 = 30°, Δ𝑡 = 0.1 s
𝛼 = 20°, Δ𝑡 = 0.2 s 𝛼 = 20°, Δ𝑡 = 0.3 s
𝛼 = 25°, Δ𝑡 = 0.2 s 𝛼 = 25°, Δ𝑡 = 0.3 s
𝛼 = 30°, Δ𝑡 = 0.2 s 𝛼 = 30°, Δ𝑡 = 0.3 s
Figure 1.30: Trajectory tracking experimental results when the sweep angle is xed at θ = 10◦.
The orange and black lines are desired trajectory and the actual trajectory of the center of the
millirobot respectively. The nal position of the millirobot is indicated by a back rectangle at the
end of the trajectory.
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Δ𝑡 = 0.1 s
Δ𝑡 = 0.2 s




Figure 1.31: Experimentally parametric analysis ofME when the tilt angle is varying for dierent
sweep angles.(a) Variation of ME for ∆t = 0.1 s.(b) Variation of ME for ∆t = 0.2 s.(c) Variation
of ME for ∆t = 0.3 s.
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𝜃 = 35°, Δ𝑡 = 0.1 s 𝜃 = 35°, Δ𝑡 = 0.3 s
𝜃 = 10°, Δ𝑡 = 0.3 s𝜃 = 10°, Δ𝑡 = 0.1 s
Figure 1.32: Trajectory tracking experimental results for dierent sweep angles without the tilt
angle constraint (α = 25◦). The orange and black lines are desired trajectory and the actual
trajectory of the center of the millirobot respectively.
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Figure 1.33: The Experimentally error distribution for dierent controllers. In the legend, Gb and
Ob denote geometric and optimization based controllers respectively.
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𝜃 = 25°, 𝛼 = 25° 𝜃 = 30°, 𝛼 = 25° 𝜃 = 30°, 𝛼 = 30°
Gb:
Ob:
Figure 1.34: Typical trajectory tracking experimental results for dierent sweep angles and tilt
angles, when the time step is constant at ∆t = 0.1s and a comparison between two controllers. The
rst row of pictures belongs to the geometric based controller denoted by Gb. The second row is for
optimization based controller (Ob). The experimental set values for each column is placed at the
top. The orange and black lines are the desired trajectory and the actual trajectory of the center
of the millirobot respectively.
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Chapter 2
Robust Nonlinear Quadratic Gaussian Controller
2.1 Problem description
In this chapter, we propose a new Robust Nonlinear Quadratic Gaussian (RNQG) con-
troller based on State-Dependent Riccati Equation (SDRE) scheme for continuous-time non-
linear systems. Existing controllers do not account for combined noise and disturbance acting
on the system. The proposed controller is based on a Lyapunov function and a cost function
includes states, inputs, outputs, disturbance, and the noise acting on the system. We express
the RNQG control law in the form of a traditional Riccati equation.
Real-time applications of a controller place a high computational burden on system im-
plementation. This is mainly due to the nonlinear and complex form of the cost function.
In order to solve this problem, this cost function is approximated by a weighted polynomial.
The weights are found by using a least-squares technique and an oine neural network. The
approximate cost function is incorporated into the controller by employing a method based
on Bellman's principle of optimality. Finally, dierent examples are used to verify the utility
of the proposed control approaches.
2.2 Introduction
Most systems are nonlinear in nature and subject to disturbances and noise. To control
these systems, one needs a robust controller to deal with these undesired factors. In this
chapter, we focus on robust optimal controllers for nonlinear systems that are subject to
disturbances, measurement and process noise. The main challenge of regulating this type of
systems is accounting for noise and disturbance simultaneously in the control system design.
In addition, on-line implementation of the resulting controllers can be too computationally
intensive. For this purpose, we present a Neural Network (NN) approximation to render real
time implementable controller.
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In a recent article, Gabriel et al. [48] presented a robust optimal controller for linear
systems subject to disturbances. They, however, did not include the eect of noise in their
analysis. Van Parys et al. [49] also investigated a robust control of constrained stochastic
linear systems in the presence of disturbances. A development of robust optimal controller
over a linear system with adjustable uncertainty sets was conducted in [50]. Terra et al. [51]
proposed an optimal robust recursive regulator for linear discrete-time systems that are
subject to parametric uncertainties. In all these studies, underlying systems were linear and
only the disturbance eect was considered.
As far as nonlinear systems are concerned, several robust optimal control strategies were
developed. Hu et al. [52] presented a robust H∞ output-feedback control strategy for the
path following of autonomous ground vehicles in the presence of parameter uncertainties
and external disturbances. Yang and He [53] proposed an Adaptive Dynamic Programming
(ADP)-based self learning robust optimal control scheme for input-ane continuous-time
nonlinear systems with mismatched disturbances. They showed that to solve a Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman-Isaacs (HJBI) equation, they needed a NN approximator. Satici et al. [54]
designed a robust L1-optimal control of a quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). Also,
Zhang et al. [55] studied a robust controller for uncertain nonlinear systems using ADP. They
presented an event-based ADP algorithm by designing the NN weight updating laws. Wang
et al. [56] presented a novel H2 − H∞ State-Dependent Riccati Equation (SDRE) control
approach. They demonstrated the eciency of control design framework for continuous-
time nonlinear systems. All these studies deal with nonlinear underlying systems. They do
consider eects of disturbances and uncertainties. But, the noise was not taken as a factor
in their control system development.
In addition, other types of controllers were applied to linear and nonlinear controllers
subject to noise. Bian and Jiang [57] studied a robust optimal control on linear stochastic
systems with input-dependent noise. Ma et al. [58] investigated a class of nonlinear systems
with external noises. They presented a NN-based adaptive robust controller to eliminate
the eect of the external noises. Telen et al. [59] proposed an approximate robust optimal
controller for nonlinear systems subjected to process noise. They showed that their technique
outperformed the Kalman lter like techniques.
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Most of the previous work considered systems subject to disturbances or noise separately.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous study considered the combined eect of
the disturbance and noise together in optimal robust control of a nonlinear system. Here, we
propose a control law that can be applied to systems with noise and disturbance combined
[60]. Our proposed control law is based on nonlinear SDRE method. A general Lyapunov
function based on system dynamics, inputs, outputs, disturbances, and noise is dened.
Then, we derive a general Riccati equation to obtain a robust optimal feedback control law.
Next, this general Riccati equation is simplied to obtain an H2 − H∞ controller. Yet,
implementing the conventional SDRE and our proposed controller in real-time applications
requires high computational load [61]. This task becomes especially insurmountable for
nonlinear systems. For this reason, we use the HJBI equation and NN weighted updating
framework to obtain an approximate solution. In this way, it would be possible to use the
proposed control scheme in real time. Our proposed control method can be used in wide
range of applications such as robotics, space systems, quadrotor UAVs, mobile vehicles, and
leader-follower systems.
We apply the proposed controller to upright stabilization of a y-wheeled inverted pen-
dulum and a tethered satellite system to de-orbit a space debris. The former studies dealing
with the ywheel actuated inverted pendulum systems did not include the eect of external
disturbances and sensor noise [30, 47, 62, 63]. In our laboratory studies, we discovered that
alignment errors, joint backlash, delay, and sensor noise can signicantly aect control per-
formance in ywheel stabilized inverted pendulums. Using numerical simulation, we show
that the use of the proposed controller signicantly improves system performance.
2.3 Control Design
Developing the SDRE based controller for a nonlinear system includes the following
steps [64]:
1. Dene a cost function.
2. Express the dynamics in state-dependent coecient form.
3. Solve the resulting Riccati equation.
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4. Obtain the controller by using the traditional closed-loop feedback formula, with all
the coecients depending on the states instead of time.
These steps for the control approach is presented in the next section. The procedure
results in a Robust Nonlinear Quadratic Gaussian (RNQG) controller. This control law
is based on a standard form of Riccati equation and does not increase the computational
complexity of the problem.
2.3.1 Robust Nonlinear Quadratic Gaussian
In this section, we focus on controlling the following nonlinear system:
˙̄x = f(x̄) +B(x̄) ū+ F (x̄) w̄ + v̄ (2.1)
ȳ = C(x̄) x̄+D(x̄) ū+G(x̄) w̄ + ε̄ (2.2)
where x̄ ∈ Rn×1, ū ∈ Rm×1, ȳ ∈ Rr×1, w̄ ∈ Rq×1, v̄ ∈ Rn×1, and ε̄ ∈ Rr×1 are the state of
the system, the input applied to system, the output, the external disturbance acting on the
system, the process noise, and the measurement noise vectors, respectively. The notation
Rn×1 indicates that the matrix R is a n× 1 matrix.
Based on extended linearization [65], and under the assumption f(0̄) = 0̄, a continuous
nonlinear matrix-valued function A(x̄) always exists such that:
f(x̄) = A(x̄) x̄ (2.3)
So we can rewrite the system dynamics as follows:
˙̄x = A(x̄) x̄+B(x̄) ū+ F (x̄) w̄ + v̄ (2.4)
ȳ = C(x̄) x̄+D(x̄) ū+G(x̄) w̄ + ε̄ (2.5)
where An×n, Bn×m, Cr×n, Dr×m, F n×q, and Gr×q are the known state dependent coecient
matrices. We should note that in Eq. (2.4), the vector v̄ is a stochastic process called process
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noise. Its mathematical characterization is:
E(v̄) = 0 (2.6)
where the function E(.) is the expected value [66], and:
E(v̄(t)v̄T (t+ τ)) = Lv(τ) (2.7)
where the matrix Ln×1 is called the intensity matrix of the process noise with the property
LLT > 0 and v(τ) is a Dirac delta function [66]. In Eq. (2.5), the vector ε̄ is a measurement
noise, which can be the noises from sensor's extracted data. It is assumed that:
E(ε̄(t)) = 0; E(ε̄(t)ε̄T (t+ τ)) = Hv(τ) (2.8)
where the matrix Hr×1 is called the intensity matrix of the measurement noise with the
property H,HT > 0. It is also assumed that process and measurement noise vectors are
uncorrelated [66];
E(v̄(t)ε̄T (t+ τ)) = E(ε̄(t)v̄T (t+ τ)) = 0 (2.9)
Consider a Lyapunov function given by:
V = x̄TP (x̄) x̄ ≥ 0 (2.10)
where P (x̄)n×n is a positive denite matrix. The corresponding cost function J for this case
can be written as:














where Qn×n, Rm×m, and Sr×r are symmetric positive denite matrices and γ1, γ2 are real
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numbers. The derivative of cost function can be written as:
J̇ = V̇ + x̄TQ(x̄) x̄+ ūTR(x̄) ū+ ȳTS(x̄)ȳ + γ21 w̄
T w̄ + γ22 v
Tv ≤ 0 (2.12)
Our goal is to provide optimality conditions for the determination of a set of state feedback
gains Km×n such that:
ū = K(x̄) x̄ (2.13)
and the closed-loop system is stable and a desired cost function (Eq. (2.12)) is minimized.
To nd the optimal gains (Ko), we need to identify the components of the matrix P in the
Lyapunov function. By substituting the Lyapunov function, the system model, output, and
control input equations in J̇ , Eq. (2.12) yields:
x̄TP ˙̄x+ ˙̄xTP x̄+ x̄T Ṗ x̄+ x̄TQ x̄+ ūTR ū+ ȳTS ȳ + γ21 w̄
T w̄ + γ22 v
Tv ≤ 0 (2.14)
⇒ x̄TP [A x̄+B ū+ F w̄ + Lv] + [A x̄+B ū+ F w̄ + Lv]T P x̄
+ x̄T Ṗ x̄+ x̄TQ x̄+ x̄TKTRK x̄ + [C x̄+DK x̄+Gw̄ +H v]TS
[C x̄+DK x̄+Gw̄ +H v] + γ21 w̄
T w̄ + γ22 v
Tv ≤ 0 (2.15)
Equation (2.15) can be equivalently rewritten in matrix form as:














 ≤ 0 (2.16)
M1 = P [A+BK] + [A+BK]
T P + Ṗ +Q+KT RK + [C +DK]TS [C +DK]
M2 = P F + [C +DK]
TS G
M3 = P L+ [C +DK]
TS H
M4 = G
TS G+ γ21 I6; M5 = G
TS H
M6 = H
TS H + γ22 I1
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where Ii is the i-dimension identity matrix. We should note that the dimensions of the
matricesM ,M1,M2,M3,M4,M5 and M6 are (n+ q + 1)× (n+ q + 1), n× n, n× q, n× 1,
q × q, q × 1, and 1× 1, respectively.






where N1, N2, and N3 are respectively n×n, n×m, andm×m matrices, and N3 is invertible.
In addition, the Schur complement of the block N3 of the matrix N is the n× n matrix
dened by:
N/N3 := N1 −N2N−13 NT2 (2.18)
Then, N is negative denite if and only if N and N/N3 are both negative denite. We
use this denition for the matrix M and the matrix blocks N1, N2, and N3 are extracted




 ; N2 =
M3
M5
 ; N3 = M6 (2.19)
Thus the Schur complement Z = N/N3 becomes:




Z1 = M1 −M3M−16 MT3
Z2 = M2 −M3M−16 MT5
Z3 = M4 −M5M−16 MT5 (2.21)
noting that the matrix Z(n+q)×(n+q) is symmetric. By applying the Schur complement results
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on matrix Z again, we have the following n× n matrix inequality:
M1 −M3M−16 MT3 − [M2 −M3M−16 MT5 ][M4 −M5M−16 MT5 ]−1[M2 −M3M−16 MT5 ]T ≤ 0
(2.22)
By substituting Eq. (1.12) in to (2.22), we equivalently have:
[P [A+BK] + [A+BK]T P +Q+KT RK + [C +DK]TS [C +DK]]−
[[P L+ [C +DK]TS H][HTS H + γ22 I1]
−1[P L+ [C +DK]TS H]T ]− [[P F + [C +DK]TS G]−
[P L+ [C +DK]TS H][HTS H + γ22 I1]
−1HTS G][[GTS G+ γ21 I6]−
GTS H[HTS H + γ22 I1]
−1HTS G]−1
[[P F + [C +DK]TS G]− [P L+ [C +DK]TS H][HTS H + γ22 I1]−1HTS G]T ≤ −Ṗ
(2.23)
In order to guarantee stability, the Lyapunov function must be decreasing (V̇ ≤ 0). We
can assume that the derivative of matrix P is negative denite Ṗ ≤ 0. Thus, the left hand
side of the inequality Eq. (2.23) becomes equal to zero. By grouping the dierent terms of
K in Eq. (2.23), we have:
Γ1+Γ2K +K
TΓT2 +K
TΓ3K = 0 (2.24)
Γ1 =P A+ A
TP +Q+ CTS C − (P L+ CTS H)M−16 (P L+ CTS H)T−
[(P L+ CTS H)M−16 H
TS G− (PF + CTS G)]Γ4
[(P L+ CTS H)TM−16 H
TS G− (PF + CTS G)]T
Γ2 =P B + C
TS D − (P L+ CTS H)M−16 HTS D − [(P L+ CTS H)M−16 HTS G− (PF + CTS G)]
Γ4G
T [Ir − S HM−16 HT ]S D
Γ3 =R +D
TS D −DTS HM−16 HTS D −DTS[GΓ4GT−
GΓ4G
TS HM−16 H






TS G+ γ21 I6]−GTS H[HTS H + γ22 I1]−1HTS G]−1
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By completing the square [68] in gain K and use the optimal gain Ko, we have:
Γ1 + (K −Ko)TΓ3(K −Ko)−KTo Γ3Ko = 0 (2.25)
We should note that the matrices Γ3 and Γ
−1
3 are symmetric, so by comparing Eqs. (2.24)
and (2.25), the optimal feedback gain should be:
Ko = −Γ−13 ΓT2 (2.26)
We substitute K = Ko in Eq. (2.25), then the matrix P can be calculated by the solution
of the following equation:
Γ1−KTo Γ3Ko = Γ1 − Γ2Γ−13 Γ
T
2 = P A+A
TP +Q+ CTS C − (P L+ CTS H)M−16 (P L+ C
TS H)T−
[(P L+ CTS H)M−16 H
TS G− (PF + CTS G)] Γ4 [(P L+ CTS H)TM−16 H
TS G− (PF + CTS G)]T−
(P B + CTS D − (P L+ CTS H)M−16 H
TS D − [(P L+ CTS H)M−16 H
TS G− (PF + CTS G)]
Γ4G
T [Ir − S HM−16 H










(P B + CTS D − (P L+ CTS H)M−16 H
TS D − [(P L+ CTS H)M−16 H
TS G− (PF + CTS G)]
Γ4G
T [Ir − S HM−16 H
T ]S D)T = 0 (2.27)
Although this generalized Riccati equation seems quite complicated, we need to rewrite
the entire equation in the form of conventional Riccati equation. This algebraic transfor-
mation helps to use the standard Riccati solver and nd the optimal gain from Eq. (2.26).
Following notations are dened to obtain the standard Riccati equation.
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λ1 = Γ4G










TS G− CTS G
λ5 = C
TS D − CTS HM−16 HTD
λ6 = B − LM−16 HTS D
Λ1 = −LM−16 HTS C + λ3 Γ4 λT4 − [λ6 − λ3 λ1]λ2[λ5 − λ4 λ1]T
Λ2 = Q+ C




T + λ3 Γ4λ
T
3 − [λ6 − λ3 λ1]λ2[λ6 − λ3λ1]T
Then the conventional form of generalized Riccati equation can be presented as follows:
P (A+ Λ1) + (A+ Λ1)
TP + Λ2 + P Λ3 P
T = 0 (2.28)
If we do not have the noise on the system, that is, L = H = 0, and only H∞ performance
criterion exists, then the general controller can be converted to H2 −H∞ control [56]. The
optimal feedback gain can be found as follows:
E1 =[G
TS G+ γ21 I6]
−1
Ko =− [R−DTS GE1GTD +DTS D]−1[P B + CTS D − (PF + CTS G)E1GTS D]T
(2.29)
In addition, the solution of conventional SDRE control can be regulate as follows. The
simplest system model and its cost function used in the solution of the benchmark problem
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is:




[x̄TQ(x̄) x̄+ ūTR(x̄) ū]dt (2.31)
The solution of the optimal control to minimize the cost function is obtained by solving
the following Riccati equation:
AT (x̄)P (x̄) + P (x̄)A(x̄)− P (x̄)B(x̄)R−1(x̄)BT (x̄)P (x̄) +Q(x̄) = 0 (2.32)
The resulting Riccati equation solution is a function of the states. The optimal feedback
controller is:
ū = −R−1(x̄)BT (x̄)P (x̄) x̄ (2.33)
The SDRE controller, by its construction, ensures that there is a near optimal solution
for the system [69].
In implementing SDRE approach, the most desirable option is to solve Eq. (2.32) in a
closed form and using a symbolic software package. This may be possible for some systems
having special forms and structures. In general, however, an analytical solution cannot be ob-
tained. In which case, the second option is to obtain numerical solution of the problem in real
time at a relatively fast rate. The time increment of the discretized solutions of Eqs. (2.32)
and (2.33) can be automatically set by a simple Euler or the Runge-Kutta routine.However,
in general, real time implementation of the SDRE is computationally taxing [70]. This is
particularity true for high order systems [71]. Thus, we propose an approximation method
that can highly speed up the real time computations, which is presented in next subsection.
2.3.1.1 The Approximation Method
We seek an approximation ũ(x̄) to the SDRE controller such that it is also a solution of
the HJBI equation [72]. For this purpose, a positive denite cost function V (x̄) is required
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u+ OV T (x̄) ˙̄x
}
+ Q̃(x̄) = 0 (2.34)
where OV is the partial derivative of function V with respect to x̄. We should note that
Q̃(x̄) is a positive denite, which may be dier from Q(x̄) in Eq. (2.31). Here, we consider
two sets of equations of motion for SDRE and RNQG control systems given by:
˙̄x = f(x̄) + g(x̄)u (2.35)
˙̄x = f(x̄) + g(x̄)u+ F (x̄) w̄ + v̄ (2.36)
The minimization in Eq. (2.34) can be readily obtained by:
ũ(x̄) = −R−1(x̄)g(x̄)OV (x̄) (2.37)
which when substituted into the HJBI equation to yield:
Q̃(x̄)− OV T (x̄)g(x̄)R
−1(x̄)
2
gT (x̄)OV + OV T (x̄)f(x̄) = 0 (2.38)
We should note that, one can nd the approximation of SDRE and RNQG by substituting
˙̄x with the corresponding terms in Eqs. (2.35) and (2.36), respectively. The function Q̃(x̄) is
considered as an unknown and the function R(x̄) is taken as known. In general, there does
not exist a function V (x̄) such that SDRE controller (Eq. (2.33)) is expressible as Eq. (2.37).
Ideally the approximation problem should be combined with the calculation of V (x̄) and Q̃(x̄)
in a single step in Eq. (2.38). This however leads to a dicult problem [73,74]. A necessary
condition that ũ(x̄) should satisfy is that it should be expressible in the form of Eq. (2.37).
Here, the approach is to nd a polynomial function V0(x̄), which when substituted for V (x̄)
in Eq. (2.37), the result gives a controller ũ(x̄), which is the approximation of controllers
in the least square sense. The approximation in the least squares sense is chosen in the
interest of simplicity and tractability. The coecients in the polynomial function V0(x̄) are
determined by following a learning process. We should note that the approximation function
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where N is the number of states and K is the number of selected basis polynomial functions.
To explain the idea of approximation method, the system in Eq. (2.35) is represented in
the discrete form and an algorithm is proposed. We express the dynamics of a system in the
discrete form as:
x̄k+1 = f(x̄k) + g(x̄k)uk (2.40)
where k is the discrete time variables. The cost function in the discrete time form and its
recurrence equations can be written as:









JN(x̄N) = Θ(x̄N), (2.43)
Jk(x̄k) = Θ(x̄k) + Jk+1(x̄k+1) (2.44)
where N denotes the nal time. The objective is to approximate the function Jk(x̄k) as a
polynomial of the states. A neural network (NN) as an approximator is trained for this
purpose. Moreover, with the function approximation, the cost function for the network can
be written as:
Jk(x̄k) ∼= W Tk Υ(x̄k) (2.45)
where Wk is the unknown optimal weights of the network at time step and Υ is the basis
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function of states. The training process for weights Wk, is presented in Fig. 2.1. Once the
algorithm converges, the cost function is approximated by W Tk Υ(x̄k) in a closed form.
Figure 2.1: Oine neural network algorithm to nd the approximation polynomial.
One may use the method of least squares to nd the unknown weights as coecients of
the selected polynomial in the training process [75, 76]. For this purpose, η random states
should be selected to apply in the least squares method. Using the equation for train network
weights in Fig. 2.1 yields: 
W TΥ(x[1]) = ν(x[1])
...
W TΥ(x[η]) = ν(x[η])
(2.46)
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where ν(x[j]) = Θ(x̄(j)) + W T Υ(f(x̄(j))). If we dene Υ ≡ [Υ(x[1]),Υ(x[2]), · · · ,Υ(x[η])]
and ν ≡ [ν(x[1]), ν(x[2]), · · · , ν(x[η])] and using the method of least squares, the solution of
Eq. (2.46) is:
W = (ΥΥT )−1ΥνT (2.47)
Once the neural network controller trained through Algorithm 1, it can be utilized for
real time optimal control of the system. The controller can be implemented in real time by
substituting x̄k at each time step into Eq. (2.34) to calculate ũ and applying it to the system.
The convergence and the stability of Algorithm 1 can be found in [77].
In next chapters, we discuss dierent nonlinear systems and apply the proposed con-
trollers and compare the outcomes.
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2.4 Nonlinear system Applications
2.4.1 Flywheel based inverted pendulum
2.4.1.1 System description
The inverted pendulum considered here is presented in Fig. 2.2. As shown, the pivot point
of the pendulum is at point A. The joint at A is free to rotate and is not actuated. A ywheel
is attached to the tip of the pendulum. The ywheel is driven by a motor attached at point
B. The control objective is to stabilize the inverted pendulum at its vertical position by using
inertial actuation generated by the ywheel. Typically IMU sensors are used to measure the
angular position (θ) of the pendulum. Such sensors are often prone to measurement noise.
B
A
Figure 2.2: Schematics of the ywheel-actuated inverted pendulum.
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The mass of the pendulum is Mp and Mw is the pendulum mass. The parameters Le and
LG are the lengths of the elbow and the distance between the rotation center and the center
of gravity of the pendulum, respectively. Figure 2.2 depicts the reference frame XY, and
the body frame X1Y1, placed at the centers of rotation of the pendulum and the ywheel,
respectively. The state variables of the system are {θ, φ}, where θ is pendulum angle and φ
is the rotation angle of the ywheel in the counter-clockwise direction.
2.4.1.2 Equations of motion
The equations of motion are derived using Lagrange's method (2.48) and can be obtained
by substituting the total kinetic (Ttotal) and potential (Vtotal) energies of the system into the
Lagrangian (L) equation.









where qi and Qi are the i
th generalized coordinate and generalized force, respectively. Total














Vtotal =(MpLG +MwLe)g cos θ (2.50)
where Ip is the moment of inertia of the pendulum and Iw is the moment of the inertia of





e + Ip + Iw)θ̈ + Iwφ̈− (MpLG +MwLe)g sin θ = 0 (2.51)
Iw(θ̈ + φ̈) = Tw (2.52)
where Tw is the ywheel drive torque as the input to the system. In the next step, to control
the ywheel at the desired speed, the mathematical model of the motor's physical behavior




+Rmi+Keωm; Tw = NgKti (2.53)
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where V is the motor voltage and i is the armature current. Lm and Rm are the armature
coil inductance and resistance, respectively. The motor back electro-magnetic force is given
bu Ke and ωm is the angular velocity of the motor. The gear ratio and the motor torque
constant are given by Ng and Kt, respectively. Using the relationship between the motor and
the ywheel, we can calculate the required motor voltage in terms of the ywheel angular
velocity.
The state-space vector is dened as x̄ = {θ, φ, θ̇, φ̇} and the equations of motion is
represented in the state-space form as:































To test the performance and illustrate the eciency of the proposed controllers, three
simulation examples are carried out using Wolfram Mathematica. First, a comparative
simulation among controllers, the SDRE, SDRE approximation, H2 − H∞, RNQG, and
RNQG approximation methods is presented where the system is considered as an ideal one.
In the second example, the performance of the controllers are examined in the presence of
disturbance and noise. The system parameters used in the simulations are presented in
Table 2.1. The comparisons between controllers are shown in Figs. 2.3-2.5. Also, we should
note that the sampling time of the simulation is ∆t = 0.01 s.
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Table 2.1: The details of the system's parameters.
parameter value parameter value
Mp 0.6 Kg Le 14 cm
Mw 0.31 Kg Ip 0.0023 Kg/m
3
LG 10 cm Iw 0.001 Kg/m
3
2.4.1.4 Ideal System
In the rst simulation (Case 1), we consider an ideal system (3.4) and (3.5) with the
following parameter matrices and initial conditions:
Q =

1 + θ2 0 0 0
0 1 + φ2 0 0
0 0 1 + θ̇2 0
0 0 0 1 + φ̇2
 ; R = I1;
S = I4; x̄0 = {20◦, 0◦, 0.01 rad/s, 0 rad/s} (2.56)
As can be seen in Fig. 2.3, all controllers are stable and they converge to the desired values.
It can be observed that the pendulum stabilizes in the vertically upright position quickly and
smoothly after a minor overshoot. In addition, from the analysis of the simulation results,
the responses of the control schemes and approximation method are similar as we expected.
Note that the tracking error can be remarkably reduced by selecting larger magnitudes for
the components of the two matrices Q and R in all control schemes. This also leads to faster
convergence speed. In addition, as one can see, the performance of the proposed RNQG is
much better than that other controllers.
2.4.1.5 System subjected to disturbance and noise
An external disturbance and zero mean white noise are introduced in these simulation
runs. Where the external disturbance is applied after 10 seconds, and the noise is added to
states as follows:




Figure 2.3: Simulation results of system performance in the ideal condition. a) The pendulum
angle. b) The pendulum angle rate. c) The ywheel angular velocity. d) The applied input.
where
v ∼ N(0, q2) (2.58)
We have selected two values 0.04 (Case 2) and 0.4 (Case 3) unit for q. The dierence between
RNQG and other controllers is more noticeable in this case (see Figs. 2.4 and 2.5). As one can
see, the RNQG outperforms the other controllers in presence of noise. The SDRE controller
regulates φ̇ smoothly and does not exhibit signicant overshoot unlike the RNQG scheme.
When, we increased the magnitude of the noise, the performance of the proposed controller
was shown better results such as convergence speed and eliminating the noise (see Fig. 2.5).
In this case, we only compared the SDRE, H2 −H∞, and RNQG to show the dierence in
their performances.





Figure 2.4: Simulation results of system performances in the presence of disturbance and
noise. a) The pendulum angle. b) The pendulum angle rate. c) The ywheel angular
velocity. d) The applied input.
three performance indicators are considered. These indicator measurements are: Integral
Absolute Error (IAE), Integral Time Absolute Error (ITAE), and Control Energy Factor
(CEF). They indicate the tracking error performance and the amount of the control eort























Figure 2.5: Simulation results of system performances in the presence of white noise with 0.4
magnitude. a) The pendulum angle. b) The pendulum angle rate. c) The ywheel angular
velocity. d) The applied input.
where tsim is the total simulation time, q is the state, and q
d is the desired value for each
state. Table 2.2 presents the performance measurements of the proposed controllers on the
system for three cases. In the ideal system, the outcome results showed similar behavior and
had just 10 percent improvement. On the contrary, in the presence of noise, the improvement
in tracking error became approximately 36 percent.
2.4.1.6 Success enclosures of the SDRE and RNQG controllers in the parameter space
In this section, rst, we investigate the eect of three parameters on the outcomes of basic
SDRE and proposed RNQG control methods. Then, we present and quantitatively compare
the eects of varying three parameters on the system behavior. We select the time delay,
sensor noise, and uncertainty in the inertia of ywheel as the undesired factors that aect the
control performance. We expect that the proposed controller exhibits better performance in
eliminating the adverse eects of time delay, sensor noise, and parameter uncertainty. Both
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Table 2.2: Performance measurements of the proposed control schemes.
Controller IAE ITAE CEF
SDRE 123.03 333.88 0.041
SDRE Approx. 116.99 305.83 0.038
Case1 H2 −H∞ 112.01 227.27 0.035
RNQG 110.21 164.08 0.035
RNQG Approx. 108.73 158.82 0.033
SDRE 544.94 2673.56 0.088
SDRE Approx. 536.51 2655.02 0.084
Case2 H2 −H∞ 501.48 2320.34 0.054
RNQG 411.47 1964.52 0.051
RNQG Approx. 407.83 1899.18 0.049
SDRE 252.5 299.44 0.094
Case3 H2 −H∞ 237.69 140.59 0.081
RNQG 161.97 93.13 0.066
controllers are solved through the use of Riccati equation. During any simulation run, if the
Riccati equation fails to converge to a specic solution, we assume that the controller can not
stabilize the system. Consequently, the control action at the specic parameter set will be
classied as unsuccessful using this identication method. We vary the time delay between
1 to 100 milliseconds by increments of 5 ms, the amplitude of sensor noise between 0.01 to
1 by increments of 0.02, and the percentage of uncertainty between 0 to 20 by increments
of 1%. In addition, we use a zero-mean white noise to represent the sensor noise acting
on the system. Next, a three dimensional parameter grid is formed, with each grid point
representing a triplet of parameter values. Subsequently, two simulation runs (one using
SDRE and another using RNQG) are carried out. Using this approach, each grid point with
successful control action is identied. This results in two enclosures in the parameter space







































Figure 2.6: Parametric analysis on the stable solution for dierent time delays, sensor noise
amplitudes, and percentage of uncertainties in the inertia of ywheel. It shows the boundaries
between the stable and unstable solutions where the left hand side of the curves belongs to




Figure 2.7: Three-Dimensional representation of the two enclosures in the parameter space.
Figure 2.6 represents projections of the results of the parametric analysis onto the Noise-
Delay and the Noise-Uncertainty planes. The left hand side of the curves belongs to the
stable solutions; however, the solutions would be unstable by choosing any parameters on
the right hand side of the curves. The Figure 2.6a shows the variation of the maximum time
delay with respect to the amplitude of white noise, while the percentage of uncertainty is
xed at 1 percent, and the system still has a stable solution. Also, Fig. 2.6b depicts the
variation of the maximum percentage of uncertainty with respect to the amplitude of white
noise when the time delay is xed at one millisecond. As one can see, the enclosure of the
proposed RNQG controller is signicantly larger that the enclosure of the SDRE controller.
Figure 2.7 shows the two enclosures in the three-dimensional space. One can see that the
success volume of the RNQG spans larger portion of the parameter space.
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2.4.2 Real time control of tethered satellite systems to de-tumble space debris
2.4.2.1 Problem description
Space debris has become a huge concern for orbital missions that makes remediation
a critical and necessary action. Using Tethered Satellite System (TSS) to de-orbit debris
is one active method to reduce the population of debris in Low Earth Orbits (LEO). We
propose a TSS where a satellite is connected to a large space debris by an elastic tether.
This system in LEO is subjected to many dierent disturbances such as aerodynamic drag,
which necessitate a robust control method.
Here, we use the simpler version of RNQG, the H2 − H∞ controller. Also, we utilize
the approximation method for the H2 −H∞ control method. The performance of proposed
controllers are evaluated by numerical simulations and the results show a convergence of the
states to zero. Also, the control law forces the system to decrease the velocity of the debris
in the orbit, thus the altitude of debris' orbit decreases automatically so that atmospheric
drag will cause the debris to burn out more rapidly by entering Earth's atmosphere.
2.4.2.2 Introduction
Space debris is one of the biggest problems for space missions that has emerged in recent
years. Researchers are investigating solutions to solve this problem. Many innovations for
cleaning and gathering the space debris are proposed every day and most of them are still
in development phases.
There are many removal debris methods that have been proposed. A promising method
is the use of a vehicle to capture the debris and return it to a central station. Missel and
Mortari [78] proposed an eective structure capable of capturing and ejecting space debris.
This technology captures the debris and, through a series of steps, is able to release the
debris in a lower perigee.
Another proposed method includes the use of a laser broom. This method uses a powerful
ground-based laser to decrease debris altitude and bring it to a decaying orbit [7981]. Yet
another method is characterized by using a tether to connect debris to a satellite for de-
orbit. The Tethered Satellite System (TSS) has a wide range of applications such as tether
rendezvous [82], deep space observations [83], and space debris retrieval [84]. This makes
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the TSS one of the most active research elds in space sciences. This system includes two
or more satellites that are connected together with tether elements. Extensive research has
been conducted to study the modeling, dynamics, and control of this type of systems [85,86].
Application in space debris removal has started to be extensively researched as a potential
method [87]. Meng et. al [88] presented a space debris removal method by using a exible net
and maneuverable units. They established a controller combining the optimization pseudo-
dynamics inversion and sliding mode control. Benvenuto et. al [89] demonstrated that the
tethered-net system is a promising technology to capture and remove space debris. Nishida
et. al [90] have investigated a micro-satellite system to remove debris by implementing the
use of an electro-dynamic tether (EDT) technology. Aslanov and his coworkers [84, 91, 92]
considered a tethered orbital transfer vehicle in an earlier study. Also, they has investigated
the eect of dierent parameters on such a system. They evaluated the mutual inuence
of the tether vibrations and the vibrations of exible appendages during thrusting phase
and provided a model for the space tug experienced by the debris. Hoyt and Forward [93]
patented the terminator tether, which is a lightweight, low-cost device. A conducting tether
was used to generate an electrodynamic drag and remove satellite from LEO. They were able
to achieve eective results and demonstrated the potential for tethers to be widely used in the
removal of space debris. Shan et. al [94] studied the deployment dynamic characteristics of
tethered-net in the debris capture phase. Also, Zhao et. al [95] investigated the contact and
post-contact net-capture dynamics of a tethered net, while a space debris was wrapped in a
symmetric conguration. Zhang et. al [96, 97] proposed a maneuverable tethered space net
robot presented an adaptation control scheme to symmetrically and asymmetrically capture
and release a space debris. Qi et. al [98] studied the dynamics and control of a double-
tethered space-tug system to remove a space debris. A simple feedback control law was used
to regulate the attitude of the debris in a nominal tether length.
Here, we propose an approach to control a nonlinear tether satellite system subject to an
external disturbance to detumble, tow, and de-orbit a space debris [99]. In this example, we
consider the atmospheric drag as a disturbance acting on the system. We will simulate the
proposed system in an orbital maneuver with and without disturbance term in the control
scheme and compare the results. It will be shown that the robust controller regulates the
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system faster and also reduces the tensile force in the tether tremendously.
2.4.2.3 System Description and Equations of Motion
The system can be described as a Tethered-Satellite-Debris (TSD) system. A massive
and non-functional space debris is considered as a point mass that is connected to an active
satellite with an elastic tether. The satellite is also treated as a point mass and is placed
in a lower altitude orbit than the debris. The satellite is equipped with three continuously
operating thrusters. The tether is ensured to remain fully stretched during the control
operation, thus its tension will always be positive. We will show that this system will
signicantly shorten the natural orbital period of the debris. First, the control law de-tumbles
the system and regulates it to be placed in the azimuth direction. Then, the thrusters on
the satellite are used to decrease the velocity of the system. As a result, the system descends
to an atmospheric orbit. The dense atmosphere provides sucient thermal ux to burn of
the debris. Also, the proposed controller ensures maintaining the tensile force in the tether
during the operation and produces less force than the conventional controllers to increase
the reliability of the system.
2.4.2.4 Dynamical Model
Two connected masses by a uniform fully-stretched tether are rotating around the earth.
Two reference frames (the local horizon reference frame (RSW ) and the body frame (b1b2b3))
placed at the center of mass (COM) of the system is used to derive the equations of motion.
Figure. 2.8 shows the schematic representation of the system and the position of the reference
frames.
We should note that a common equilibrium condition for this system happens when two
masses and the center of the Earth place in a straight line. In this conguration, as one
can see in the Fig. 2.8, the body frame is coincided with the RSW frame. The equilibrium
conditions are discovered in Section 5.
In Fig. 2.8, variables G, md, ms, r, rs, and rd denote the COM, the mass of the debris
and satellite, position vectors of TSD COM, satellite and debris, respectively. The angles
θ (in-plane) and φ (out of plane), the liberation angles, and the length of tether (l) are
considered as the states of the system. The tether is assumed to be elastic, and capable of
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of TSD with the reference frames and respective denition of the
liberation angles.
exerting force only along the straight-line connecting the end masses. The objective of the
control output is that the in-plane (θ) and out-of-plane (φ) libration angles must be zero. We
use the Lagrangian method to obtain the equations of motion of this system. By dening the









= Qσ, σ = {θ, φ, l} (2.62)
where Qσ is the non-conservative forces, known as the generalized force, and σ are the
generalized coordinates. Derivation of the equations of motion by using the Lagrangian
approach required to obtain the expressions of kinetic energy (Ttotal), potential energy (Utotal),
and the generalized aerodynamic drag forces [100]. The kinetic and potential energies are










Figure 2.9: Tether mass element along the length of tether and drag forces acting on the
satellite, debris, and the tether.
2.4.2.5 Aerodynamic Drag
We consider the aerodynamic drag force as a non-conservative generalized force. The
drag force cannot be neglected in LEO. The molecular mean free path of the atmosphere
is large in LEO; thus, we use a free-molecular ow model, with the drag coecient of 2
(CD = 2) for the spherical geometry of the satellite and debris [101]. The drag force vector




CD Ai ρiViVi, i = {s, d} (2.63)
where Fi, Ai, ρ, and Vi denote the drag force vector acting on each end-mass, the projected
area of each end-mass, the air density, and the velocity vector of each end-mass, respectively.
It should be noted that the center of mass speed in LEO is more than the relative velocity
of each end-mass with respect to the center of mass and it can be neglected. Air density is
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modeled as exponentially decaying function in the atmosphere [102]:




where ρ0 is the air density of the center of mass, H is the scale height, and ∆hi is the altitude
of each end-mass related to the center of mass.




CDt dAt ρ(hs)VdmtVdmt . ; dAt = cosα dt dlt (2.65)
where Vdmt , dAt, ρ(hs), α, and CDt are the velocity of the tether element, the elemental
surface of the tether projected onto the velocity direction, the air density along the tether
direction, the angle between velocity and the surface normal direction, and the drag coe-
cient of the tether, respectively. The tether is modeled as a cylinder with 2.2 drag coecient
(CDt = 2.2) [101], and dt is the tether diameter.










; σ = {θ, φ, l} (2.66)
where F and M are the total non-conservative aerodynamic forces and moment of the two






The tethers are assumed to be extensible and capable of exerting force only along the
straight-line connecting the respective masses. The tether does not support compression nor
any components of shear forces or bending moments and is therefore assumed to be perfectly
exible. The tether force is obtained assuming a Kelvin-Voigt constitutive law; that is, the
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tensile stress τt, and the longitudinal strain ε are given by:




where E is the eective Young's modulus, c is a dissipation constant, l and l0 are the actual
and the unstrained tether length, respectively. Hence, if A is the eective cross-sectional
area of the tether, then the tension is given by:
ft =
 Aτt0 ε ≥ 0ε < 0 (2.69)
which introduces discontinuities since the tether does not support compression. This force
is considered as a condition that should be always positive, otherwise the system fails.
2.4.2.7 Truster Force
Three thrusters are located on the satellite, where each of them is aligned along one of
the body frame axes. The force of the thruster is considered as non-conservative and the










; σ : {θ, φ, l} (2.70)
where {T1,T2,T3} are the thruster forces and are considered as inputs in our control scheme.
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2.4.2.8 Equations of Motion
The equations of motion are determined by substituting the total kinetic and potential
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where r, µg, ψ, RE, and ω0 are the distance between the COM and the center of the Earth,
the gravitational parameter of the Earth, the latitude of r, the radius of the Earth, and the
angular velocity of RSW, respectively.
2.4.2.9 System mathematical description
Here, the nonlinear system is formulated as:
q̇ = f(q) + B(q) u + F(q) w (2.74)
y = C(q) q + D(q) u + G(q) w (2.75)
where q ∈ Rn×1, u ∈ Rm×1, y ∈ Rr×1, and w ∈ Rp×1 are the state of the system, the control
input, the output, and the external disturbance acting on the system, respectively. Also,
An×n,Bn×m,Cr×n,Dr×m,Fn×p, and Gr×p are known state dependent coecient matrices.
The controller used here is the simple form of RNQG formulated in Eq. (2.29) [60].
2.5 Equilibrium and Stability
The equilibrium points, q̃ can be found by setting q̇ = 0 in the equations of motion.
We conduct the simulation in a sun-synchronous circular orbit. The system and orbital
parameters are listed in Table 2.3. The equilibrium conditions for the libration angles are
calculated and presented in Table 2.4.
Table 2.3: The orbital and system parameters of TSD.
Parameter Values Parameter Values
ρ0 (air density of COM) 1.454×10−13 Kgm3 ms (mass of satellite) 500 Kg
h (orbit height) 600 Km md (mass of debris) 3000 Kg
H (scale height) 71.835 Km mt (mass of tether) 10 Kg
i (orbit inclination) 97.8 ◦ As (satellite proj. area) 1 m
2
l (tether length) 0.1 Km Ad (debris proj. area) 5 m
2
ω0 (orbital mean motion) 0.001083
rad
s
dt (diameter of tether) 2 mm
E (tether Young's modulus) 100 GPa c (tether dissipation constant) 0.1
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Dening the state vectors as q = {q1, q2, q3, q4} = {θ, θ̇, φ, φ̇} and the equations of motion
can be stated as:
q̇ =
[




q3 H (q) q4 L (q)
]T
(2.76)
where H (q) and L (q) can be found from equations of motion. The Jacobain matrix (J∗)
in Eq. (2.77) is established for the equilibrium conditions and then the stability of them
is examined by Poincaré-Lyapunov method. If the real part of the eigenvalues of J∗ are
negative, then the equilibrium point is locally asymptotically stable. Otherwise, for positive
real part eigenvalue, the equilibrium point is unstable. For zero real part eigenvalues, the
point is neutrally stable. If the eigenvalue has only imaginary part, the response is periodic
and can be considered stable, because its magnitude does not diverge. The Jacobain matrix

























The eigenvalues for the sample orbit and typical TSD parameters (presented in Table 2.3)
are shown in Table 2.5 for all equilibrium conditions.
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The results of Table 2.5 show that in condition 1, the angles correspond to two categories
of the eigenvalues. Two pairs of real positive/negative eigenvalues and one imaginary pair
with a pair of real positive/negative ones show that the condition 1 is an unstable situation.
In condition 2, the angles are also responsible for two pairs of imaginary ones and a zero
eigenvalue with a pair of imaginary ones which are represented at stable positions for angles.
2.5.0.1 Results
Simulation analysis carried out using Wolfram Mathematica software in order to test the
performance of the presented controllers. The system parameters presented in Table 2.3 are
used. The control objective is to regulate the angles and bring the debris to a lower orbit. In
order to obtain the required ũ(q), a least square approximation of V (q) is used. The least
square approximation relies on how to choose random values for q uniformly distributed
in the neighborhood equilibrium point. The basis functions are selected as polynomials
x2j ; j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 6}. One can adjust the accuracy of the approximation by selecting
dierent order of the polynomials. We employ 500 random states at each time step from
Ω = [−0.2, 0.2] (rad) in order to train the network.
2.5.0.2 Robustness
We run the rst simulation case to show the robust performance of the proposed con-
troller. We check the performances of two controllers on a disturbed system. In the rst





Figure 2.10: Comparison of the performance of two controllers on a disturbed system. The
initial conditions are q0 = {0.0872(rad), 0.2(rad/h),−0.0872(rad), 0.1(rad/h)} (a) The in-
plane angle. (b) The out plane angle. (c) The length of the tether. (d) The tension existed
in the tether.
As one can see from Fig. 2.10, there is not much dierence in regulating in-plane and out-
of-plane angles, but the controller with disturbance terms signicantly reduces the tensile
force in the tether.
2.5.1 Case study
In this simulation case, we compare the performance of the controllers and their cor-
responding approximations. As shown in Fig. 2.11, the thin, thick, thin dashed, and thick
dashed lines represent SDRE, H2−H∞, SDRE Approximation, and H2−H∞ Approximation
respectively. Comparing controllers and their approximations reveals that the approxima-





Figure 2.11: Simulation results of the proposed controller and the ap-
proximation method. The initial conditions in this case are q0 =
{−0.1744(rad), 0.3(rad/h), 0.0872(rad),−0.2(rad/h)}. (a) The in-plane angle. (b) The out
plane angle. (c) The length of the tether. (d) The tension existed in the tether. (e) The
control inputs applied on the system
achieved in all cases. The approximated in-plane and out-of-plane angles follow closely the
corresponding controller outputs. Also, as it is shown in Fig. 2.11(d), the controllers force
the system to generate positive tensile forces in the tether. That prevents the tether to
be slack. In addition, the proposed controller generates less force than the SDRE method.
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This gives more reliability to the system that the tether not to be apart. As one can see in
Fig. 2.11(e), ũ(q) approximates the corresponding inputs well.
We quantitatively compare the proposed controller performances by calculating three
performance indices, IAE, ITAE, and CEF from Eqs. (2.59), (2.60), and (2.61). They assess
the tracking error performance and the amount of the control eort of the system. Table 2.6
presents the performance index values of the proposed controllers for two cases.
Table 2.6: Performance measurements of the proposed control schemes.
Controller IAE ITAE CEF
SDRE 1.459 7.247 0.26
SDRE Approx. 1.781 7.65 0.27
H2 −H∞ 1.021 6.147 0.72
H2 −H∞ Approx. 1.063 6.196 0.76
Figure 2.12: Orbital height of space debris reduced by dierent controllers.
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The main objective is to reduce the orbital altitude of the space debris. The system
brings the debris to lower orbit and reduces the orbital lifetime. The thrusters apply very
low forces over a continuous time much longer than the original orbital period. This force
induces a tangential ∆V on the system in the opposite direction of the original velocity. In
this case, system will end up at lower but still circular orbit. Figure 2.12 depicts decreasing
debris altitude. As shown in Fig. 2.11 (a), by decreasing the velocity of the satellite, there is
a overshoot in the in-plane angle. The controller regulates this error and brings the system
back to the azimuth direction. In addition, one can achieve more reduction in the velocity
by using H2 −H∞ controller. It happens because the controller can overcome the eect of
drag disturbance on the system.
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2.5.2 H2 −H∞ Model Reference Adaptive Control of Tethered Satellite System
2.5.2.1 Problem description
This study aims to investigate the control of a triangular conguration and triple mass
tethered satellite system using the robust H2−H∞ Model Reference Adaptive Control (HM-
RAC) scheme. The system is actuated by thrusters to generate control forces. The dynamical
model of the semi-ideal system, which acts as a reference model is described with a known
external disturbance, called the J2 perturbation. The proposed MRAC design methodology
is based on the stable semi-ideal nonlinear reference model, which is regulated by a state
feedback controller using the H2 −H∞ technique.
Then, the real system with the unknown disturbances is controlled by the feedback of the
reference model control scheme. The main benet of using the HMRAC is having robustness
of the reference model, which decreases the computational burden of the classical MRAC.
The numerical simulation results are presented and compared with the Linear Quadratic
Regulator to demonstrate the eectiveness of the proposed control method. Also, the eec-
tiveness of the proposed controller in improving attitude maneuverability is demonstrated.
2.6 Introduction
Adaptive control methods are widely studied for nonlinear systems to deal with planet
uncertainties, time-varying plant parameters, and environment disturbances. Model Refer-
ence Adaptive Control (MRAC) is one of the powerful control schemes used for adjusting
the performance of nonlinear systems. In the MRAC design, the objective is to push the
response(s) of the unknown plant to track the output of the reference plant asymptotically
by adjusting the controller gains recursively. The adaptive control architecture has also been
studied for various classes of nonlinear systems [103105].
In addition, optimal control methods allow trade os between the precision and consump-
tion of energy in the control of systems. Furthermore, the H∞ approach have shown desirable
eectiveness in the controller design in minimizing the eect of the external disturbance on
the system. Its robustness criteria mixed with the optimality makes it a good candidate to
use for regulating nonlinear systems. Wang et al. [56] presented a novel H2 − H∞ SDRE
control approach with the purpose of providing a more eective control design framework for
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continuous-time nonlinear systems. In addition, the goal was to achieve a mixed nonlinear
quadratic regulator and H∞ control performance criteria.
The main objective of this chapter is to develop an adaptation mechanism for the MRAC
of nonlinear systems, which is based on the adaptation of the semi-ideal model. We examine
a TSS for the proposed H2 −H∞ model reference adaptive controller.
The TSS is commonly subjected to perturbations and disturbances from space environ-
ment such as the J2 perturbation, drag force, solar radiation pressure, heating eects, and
orbital eccentricity [106]. There are dierent mathematical modelings for these perturbations
but none of them are precise. An adaptive controller is a good candidate to regulate a TSS
in the space environment. Palmerini and Sabatini [107] proposed a global frame to evaluate
and select formation ying control strategies at low orbit altitudes. They considered the
most signicant environmental eect such as aerodynamic drag and J2 perturbations on the
system and introduced a linear quadratic regulator for the control scheme.
Here, we propose a new MRAC control design method for the TSS by extending the
H2 − H∞ SDRE method to the adaptive control [108]. We consider a stable nonlinear
reference model with known disturbances. The control of the reference model is designed by
using H2−H∞ SDRE method. Then, the control signal for the nonlinear plant is generated
by using a recursive adaptation procedure such that the plant states track the states of the
nonlinear reference model. In addition to its reduced computational time, the main objective
here is to develop an adaptation mechanism for the MRAC of the nonlinear system, which
is based on the adaptation of the H2 −H∞ SDRE model. The proposed method allows one
to design a new adaptive control algorithm for a class of uncertain nonlinear systems.
2.6.0.1 Control Design: H2 −H∞ Model Reference Adaptive Control
The MRAC relies on a reference model, where the output of the reference model is taken
as a reference to the uncertain real system. The MRAC is designed such that the dierence
between the output of the reference model and the real system goes to zero. The controller
gains are updated recursively based on the error, reference input, and the states of the real
system. The general parallel robust MRAC control scheme is depicted in Fig. 2.13.
Consider the semi-ideal reference model with a uniformly reference input ūm ∈ Rm×1 and
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Figure 2.13: General parallel MRAC scheme.
a known disturbance is given as follows:
˙̄xm = Amx̄m +Bmūm + Fmw (2.78)
where x̄m ∈ Rn×1 is the state vector of the reference system, Am ∈ Rn×n is the Hurwitz,
Bm ∈ Rn×m, and w ∈ Rq×1 is the disturbance vector. Also, Am, Bm, and Fm are known
state dependent coecient matrices. We should note that choice of the matrix Am is not
unique. One of the conditions is that in the domain of interest the pairs (Am, Bm) should
be pointwise controllable.
These condition could be easily veried by checking the rank of the controllability matrix.
A sucient way to test stabilizability condition is checking the controllability matrix :
C =
[
Bm |AmBm |A2mBm | · · · |An−1m Bm
]
(2.79)
Which has Rank [C] = n. This system can be control by the H2 −H∞ described in above.
Now, we consider the adaptive part of the control structure. This part of the control structure
will attempt to regulate the real system with the unknown disturbances with a similar
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structure of the semi-ideal system.
In order to use the MRAC on the real system, we linearize the real system by using Tyler
expansion as follows:
˙̄x(t) = A x̄+BΛū (2.80)
where x̄ ∈ Rn×1 is the states of the real system, A ∈ Rn×n, Λ = diag(λ1 · · ·λm) ∈ Rm×m,
and B ∈ Rn×m. The controller has only knowledge about the sign of Λ and B. Furthermore,
A is unknown to the controller.
To achieve the design objective of having the real system to behave as the reference
model, the following matching conditions should be met. There exists constant matrices Kx
and Kr such that:
A+BΛKTx = Am (2.81)
BΛKTr = Bm (2.82)





The tracking error between the semi-ideal reference system and the real planet is dened
as follows:
ē = x̄− x̄m (2.84)
The time derivative of the tracking error is presented as follows:
˙̄e = ˙̄x− ˙̄xm
= A x̄+BΛū− (Amx̄m +Bmūm + Fmw) (2.85)
by substituting Eq. (2.83) into Eq. (2.85) and adding ±Amx̄, we have :
˙̄e =Amē− (Am − A−BΛKxT )x̄− (Bm −BΛKrT )ūm − Fmw (2.86)
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We should note that the value of Fmw can be neglected and other terms also dominate, so
it can be eliminate from Eq. (2.86). By adding ±BmKx̄, the tracking error can be rewritten
as follows:
˙̄e = Aclmē− Aadx̄−Badūm (2.87)
Aclm = Am −BmK (2.88)
Aad = Aclm − A−BΛKTx (2.89)
Bad = −BΛKTr (2.90)
The Lyapunov function here is selected as follows:







where Γx ∈ Rn×n and Γr ∈ Rn×n are diagonal constant matrices. The positive denite
matrix P ∈ Rn×n is obtained by using the following Lyapunov equation:
PadAclm + A
T
clmPad = −Qad (2.92)
where Qad is a symmetric positive denite matrix. The time derivation of the Lyapunov
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function is given as follows:













































with regards of the properties of trace of the vectors, Eq. (2.93) can be rewritten as follows:
V̇ =− ēTQadē+ 2tr(AadPadΓ−1x Ȧad − AadPadēx̄T )
+ 2tr(BTadPadΓ
−1
r Ḃad −BadPadēūTm) (2.94)
To have V̇ < 0, the following relations should be met:
Ȧad ≤ Γxēx̄T (2.95)
Ḃad ≤ ΓrēūTm (2.96)
Time derivative of two matrices are as follow:









|B|ΛKTr − |B|ΛK̇Tr (2.98)
If we assume the boundary for actual system as |A| = Amax and |B| = Bmax, and the time

















m ≤ K̇Tr (2.100)
These dierential equations dene the adaptive gian of control law. It is better to change
the inequality to following equations to demonstrate the adaptation laws as follow:












where σx and σr are positive constants, which they are playing an eective role in the control













which, ‖.‖ is the norm of the vector.
2.6.0.2 Tethered Satellite System Modeling
The dynamics governing the TSS are highly nonlinear, which include translational motion
of the entire system around the Earth, relative attitude motion of the conguration, and the
length of the tether. We consider a triple mass TSS with three long tethers connected to
each two satellites at their ends. The tether is assumed to be a straight, inextensible, and
massive bar. This assumption let the system have two degree of freedom. The angles θ and
φ are the in-plane and out-of-plane libration ones taken as the states of the system. The
elasticity of the tether adds the additional nonlinearity to the dynamics of the system. Here,
in this system, one can consider the elasticity of tethers as an uncertainties, which we do
not take into account. Furthermore, the tethered satellites are considered as lumped masses
due to the large ratio of tether length over the satellites' dimensions.
The proposed system consists of three equal masses, m which are connected with tethers
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of length l and massmt. The triple mass TSS conguration is shown in Fig. 2.14. It should be
noted that r is the center of mass G position vector relative to the center of the Earth and r1,
r2, and r3 are the satellite relative positions to the center of mass. Due to the complexity of
the system dynamics, the equations of motion are derived using the Lagrangian formulation
as follows [100]:









where L, Ttotal, and Vtotal are the Lagrangian function, total kinetic energy, and total potential
energy, respectively. In addition, Qi and qi are the external torques for the i
th state of the














Figure 2.14: TSS conguration.
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Summation of the kinetic energies for the end-masses and the integrated kinetic energy

























(θ̇ + ω0) cosφ
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(2.106)
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(3 sin2 ψ − 1)
where µg = 3.986×105 Km3/s2 is the gravitational parameter of the Earth, J2 = 1.082×10−3
is the harmonic coecient, ψ is the latitude of the r, and RE is the radius of the Earth.

















2(m+mt) sinφ cosφ−Gφ = uφ (2.109)
where ω0 is the orbital mean motion, Gθ and Gφ are the corresponding gravitational forces
for each state, uθ and uφ are the control inputs. The rst disturbance acting on the TSS
is the J2 perturbation. This perturbation has been completely modeled before [102], so we
consider it as a known perturbation. By neglecting the higher order terms of the Earth's
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(U0 + UJ2) sinφ cosφ cos
2 θ (2.111)
There are some perturbations on the TSS subject to space environment eects such as
the drag force, the solar pressure, the heating eect, and the orbital eccentricity. These per-
turbations have been investigated before [100,106,109,110], but they are not fully modeled.
We consider them as unknown disturbances to the real system.
2.6.0.3 Controllability and Accessibility
In this section, we use the Lie-brackets theory to investigate the accessibility of the
system. The mathematical framework for this analysis is based on the method presented
in [111]. This method is briey explained here. A control ane nonlinear system can be
expressed as:




where q ∈ Rn are state variables, f is the drift vector eld, gi is the ith input vector eld
and ui is the control input. For this nonlinear system, starting from an initial state q0 there
exists a control that can drive the system to a space H (q0), which is formed by system vector
elds and their nested Lie-brackets given as:
H = span
(






G1 ≡ {[g1, g2]}
G2 ≡ {[g1, [g2, g3]]}
...
Gm ≡ {[g1, [g2, [· · · , gm]]]} (2.114)
i = 1, 2, · · · ,m;
where the Lie-bracket of vector elds is dened as:






The nonlinear system is fully Accessible ifRank(span(Lo)) = n, where Lo ≡ [f, [G0, [· · · , Gm]]]
[30]. We verify the accessibility of the system by using Eq. (3.15). For this purpose,
Eqs. (2.108) and (2.109) can be written in ane-control form as Eq. (3.13). The rank
of Lo is found as 4 so the system is controllable.
2.6.0.4 Stability Analysis
In this section, we analyze the stability of the system in neighborhoods of equilibria. In
this regard, we use Poincare Map and Floquet Theory. Since closed form analytic solution
of dierential equations of motion is not available, numerical integration is used [47].
Let q(t) be the the periodic solution of the equations of motion for all states. The
simplied hyper plane of the Poincare section can be dened as:
S = (θ, θ̇, φ, φ̇) ∈ R4 (2.116)
If q[k] ∈ S denotes the kth intersection of S by the ow of q(t) the discrete-time Poincare
Map P : S→ S can be expressed as:
q[k + 1] = P(q[k]) (2.117)
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Subsequently, if q∗ stands for xed point of the Poincare Map, then the local exponential
stability of q∗ on S is equivalent to local exponential stability of the system. In this regard,
the local linearizion of the Poincare Map about its xed point yields





where J is 4× 4 linearized Jacobian matrix of P. Then, the oquet or characteristic multi-
pliers ρi's are dened as eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix J
ρi = ‖λi‖ ;λi = eig(J) (2.119)
where ρi and λi are the i
th characteristic multiplier and Jacobian matrix eigenvalue, respec-
tively, and “ ‖ ‖ ” is the modulus operator. Therefore, the stability can be identied by
Floquet multiplier metrics as:
q(t) =

stable ∀ ‖ρi‖ < 1
marginally stable ∀ ‖ρi‖ = 1
unstable ∀ ‖ρi‖ > 1
(2.120)
We conduct numerical simulation examples to observe the stability of the semi-ideal
system. Typical tether parameters and the orbit conditions are listed in Table 3.1, which
are used for the numerical simulation. A sample sun-synchronous circular orbit of 600 km
is selected for the analysis of the semi-ideal reference system.
Table 2.7: The detail of TSS parameters and the initial orbital elements in the numerical
simulation.
parameter value parameter value
m 50 Kg ω 90◦
mt 10 Kg e 0.01
l 1 Km i 97.8◦
ω0 0.001083 rad/s Ω 270
◦
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The Floquet multipliers associated with the corresponding Poincare map for the sim-
ulation of xed point {q∗1 : [θ = 0◦; θ̇ = 0 deg /s; φ = 0◦; φ̇ = 0 deg /s]} are calculated
numerically as:
ρ1 = ‖λ1‖ = 0.0025 < 1
ρ2 = ‖λ2‖ = 0.0012 < 1
ρ3 = ‖λ3‖ = 0.3866 < 1
ρ4 = ‖λ4‖ = 0.00374 < 1 (2.121)
All norms of characteristic multiplier of the semi-ideal system are less than one, which
means that the semi-ideal system is asymptotically stable. We choose another xed point
as: {q∗2 : [θ = 270◦; θ̇ = 0 deg /s; φ = 90◦; φ̇ = 0 deg /s]}. The Floquet multipliers associated
with the corresponding Poincare map for this simulation are also calculated numerically as:
ρ1 = ‖λ1‖ = 0.0106 < 1
ρ2 = ‖λ2‖ = 0.0058 < 1
ρ3 = ‖λ3‖ = 2.8745 > 1
ρ4 = ‖λ4‖ = 0.875 < 1 (2.122)
As one can see, one of the norms is greater than one, which means that the semi-ideal
system is unstable at that xed point.
2.6.0.5 Numerical Simulation
This section presents numerical simulations of two scenarios to illustrate the performance
of the proposed control method. For this purpose, we simulate two dierent scenarios in-
cluding a stable condition reaching and a rest-to-unstable attitude maneuver. The physical
characteristics of the system and the orbital elements are chosen according to Table 2.7.
The following design parameters are chosen for the semi-ideal system as follow:
Fm = [0.1] ; Q = 100I4 ; R = 0.1I2 ; γ = 0.2 (2.123)
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The selected initial conditions for all scenarios are listed in Table 2.8.
Table 2.8: The initial conditions fo the numerical simulation.
θ θ̇ φ φ̇
Scenario 1 20◦ +1 deg /s 10◦ −1 deg /s
Scenario 2 0◦ 0 deg /s 0◦ 0 deg /s
2.6.1 Scenario 1: Reaching stable point
Now, we present the example for reaching stable condition from an arbitrary initial con-
dition. The rst scenario is implemented to illustrate the stability and tracking performance
of the HMRAC under unknown perturbation eects. Also, we use a white noise as an un-
known disturbance to the system. The tracking performance improvement by the HMRAC
is veried by comparison with the LQR. For this scenario, a comparison between two con-
trollers is shown in Figs. 2.15-2.16. As can be seen, both controllers ,H2 − H∞ controller
on the semi-ideal system and MRAC on the uncertain real system, converge to the desired
values as {θ = 0◦; θ̇ = 0 deg /s; φ = 0◦; φ̇ = 0 deg /s}. Obviously, both the LQR and the
proposed HMRAC can achieve zero steady position tracking errors.
For our proposed robust adaptive control design, the baseline control is introduced to
accomplish required transient and steady control performances for the formation model under
unknown external disturbances. The HMRAC is employed to make the system robust to the
uncertainty eects and external disturbances and recover the control performance dened
by the baseline controller as much as possible. The tracking performance is signicantly
improved using much fewer control eorts as illustrated in Figs. 2.15-2.16.
The control eorts can be quantied as the root mean square of the deviations of the
control inputs. The quantication results are shown in Table 2.9. The proposed controller
is much more ecient than the LQR control scheme.
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Table 2.9: Root mean square (rms) of control eorts at Scenario 1.
rmsuθ rmsuφ
H2 −H∞ 2.48 1.87
HMRAC 2.36 1.58
LQR 4.19 5.36
2.6.2 Scenario 2: Rest-to-unstable maneuver
This scenario is adopted to test the performance of the proposed controller in order to
change the attitude of the TSS from a stable point (rest point) to unstable condition. The
same orbital and control parameters of theH2−H∞ used in the rst scenario are utilized here.
The unstable condition is chosen to be as {θ = 270◦; θ̇ = 0 deg /s; φ = 90◦; φ̇ = 0 deg /s}.
The position tracking performances of the LQR and the proposed robust adaptive design
are shown in Figs. 2.17-2.18. As one can see, for this scenario, both of the two controllers
H2 − H∞ and HMRAC have similar performances. They both regulate the semi-ideal and
real systems to the unstable point. The tracking errors of the proposed design have much
smaller root mean squares than the LQR as shown in Table 2.10, which also illustrates the
eectiveness of the proposed design.
Table 2.10: Root mean square (rms) of tracking stated and control eorts at Scenario 2.
rmsθ rmsφ rmsuθ rmsuφ
H2 −H∞ 3.15 1.61 3.48 4.68
HMRAC 3.24 1.67 3.71 4.89
LQR 1.92 6.56 4.11 5.03
Figure 2.17 shows the time histories of the in-plane and out-of-plane liberation angles
of the TSS. As one can see, the attitude response of the system is properly controlled to
unstable position and the proposed control scheme has less percents overshoot of the response
of the real system than the LQR.
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In general, real time implementation of the proposed control method is computationally
taxing. This is particularity true for high order systems. In future work, we will propose
another controller to overcome with this drawback.
2.7 Conclusions
A novel optimal robust nonlinear controller was investigated in this study. This control
scheme was based on the SDRE approach. We showed that the generalized Riccati equation
can be cast in the traditional form and solved with standard solvers. Then, an approxima-
tion method was presented, which was based on least squares technique and an oine neural
network weight updated scheme. The objective of this approximation method was to facili-
tate real time implementation of the proposed methods. We conducted dierent simulation
runs on dierent applications to validate our proposed controller.
The rst application was a ywheel-based inverted pendulum system. We numerically
compared the performances of the conventional SDRE, approximation approach, and H2 −
H∞ controllers with the proposed RNQG controller. We presented comparison of controller
outcomes for three dierent cases. All controllers were applied to an ideal system to show the
validity of the approximation method. Then, the response of the idealized system subject
to disturbance and two noise levels was obtained using all controllers. In simulation, all
controllers were able to stabilize the system. However, the performance of the RNQG was
superior to the others. The proposed controller outperformed the others because of its
capability in dealing with disturbance and process noise.
Also, we investigated the eect of three parameters, time delay, sensor noise, and param-
eter uncertainty on the outcomes of SDRE and RNQG control schemes. The control action
was considered to be successful when a solution to the Riccati equation can be found. Using
this criteria of success, we identied the regions of parameter space that resulted in eec-
tive control action. Subsequently, we found the enclosures of eective control regions in the
parameter space for two control methods: SDRE and RNQG. We showed that the success
volume of the proposed RNQG controller is signicantly larger than the success volume of
the SDRE controller.
Secondly, the performance of the H2 − H∞ controller to detumble a Tethered-Satellite-
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Debris (TSD) system has been investigated. The controller showed the ability to reject the
eect of external disturbances such as the aerodynamic drag acting on the nonlinear system.
The results depicted convergence of the libration angles and regulation of the large errors of
in-plane angle caused by the decrease in the system velocities. Reduced velocities forced the
system to descend to lower orbits, which led to accelerated debris removal.
At the end, a new robust H2 − H∞ model reference adaptive control of a triple mass
tethered satellite system in the presence of external disturbances was studied. The dynami-
cal model of the semi-ideal system was formulated through a known disturbance called the
J2 perturbation. The semi-ideal system , which acts as a reference model was controlled by
the H2 − H∞ controller. An adaptive controller was utilized to regulate the uncertain real
model of the TSS under space environmental unknown disturbances. An appropriate control
performance was achieved using H2 − H∞ model reference adaptive control method. The
introduced control scheme was a useful approach to reduce the uncertainty and disturbance
eects on the complex real system. Numerical simulation results demonstrated the eective-
ness of the proposed approach in achieving desirable performance and maneuverability. Since
the controller is robust and adaptive simultaneously, it will be eective under the system's
uncertainties, such as elasticity of the tethers and the additional nonlinearity added to the
system.
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(a) In-plane libration angle
(b) Out-of-plane libration angle




(a) Control input for θ
u
s/
(b) Control input for φ
Figure 2.16: Simulation results of the control inputs for scenario 1.
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(a) In-plane libration angle
(b) Out-of-plane libration angle




(a) Control input for θ
u
s/
(b) Control input for φ
Figure 2.18: Simulation results of the control inputs for scenario 2.
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Chapter 3
Nonlinear Dynamics and Control of An Inertially Actuated Jumper Robot
3.1 Problem description
We introduce a unique hopping robot based on the inertial actuation concept that can
navigate in 3D environment. Inertial actuators are used to drive the robot, where rotating
mass spinners provide the jumping force while ywheels stabilized and controlled the orien-
tation of the robot. The robot has two modes of motion, ying and ground contact modes. A
mathematical model is developed and equations of motion for both modes are obtained using
both Lagrangian method and Euler's moment equations. An adaptation control scheme is
developed in order to generate periodic inertial actuation jumping in contact mode. Tracking
controllers are also expanded to stabilize the robot in two modes and control the orientation
in ying mode.
Two tracking controllers are addressed in this chapter. First, Sliding Mode Control
(SMC) is designed based on Lyapunov approach. Second, State-Dependent Riccati Equation
(SDRE) is also developed. Then, the nonlinear stability is analyzed. We demonstrate that
successful control actions that drives the system toward a stable periodic orbit is possible.
Finally, the simulation results validate the proposed controllers and the comparison between
these two controllers are presented.
3.2 Introduction
The study of jumping robots is one of the active robotic research areas in recent years.
Many robots with jumping ability have been built [112]. Most of them are inspired by
animal behavior such as frogs and insects. Performance of jumping motion depends on how
eciently the jumping force generates. There have been dierent methods to generate the
jumping force.
Burdick and Fiorini [113] designed miniaturized jumping robots that are based on stor-
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age spring energy. Lambrecht et al. [114] worked on a robot that slowly retracts a jumping
mechanism and it is suddenly released to generate a powerful jump. Dubowsky et al. [115]
developed a robot using dielectric elastomer actuators to generate autonomous hops. Chan
and Liu [116] designed a small-sized quadruped robot using compliant mechanisms to accom-
plish walking, turning, and jumping motions. Spröwitz et al. [117] designed a novel compliant
quadruped robot, called Cheetah-cub. The leg conguration is based on a spring-loaded,
pantograph mechanism with multiple segments. Tsukagoshi et al. [118] created a high jump-
ing rescue robot using a pneumatic cylinder. Bartlett et al. [119] described a soft robot
powered by the combustion of butane and oxygen to perform untethered jumping. Broglito
and his colleagues [120,121] proposed a mechanical systems named Juggler those can hop
and runs.
Zoghzoghy et al. [28] produced a baton locomotor capable of generating tapping gaits as
a part of a family tree of a research study, which has been done in our lab, the System's
Lab [122127]. They used double-action inertial actuation scheme to drive the system. In
addition to these robots, one can nd a family tree of robotic systems presented by Tavakoli
and Hurmuzlu [126,128] and Kashki and Hurmuzlu [29,129] that used the inertial actuation
to generate jumping motions.
We intend to develop a nonlinear control scheme, which is robust to parameter variations
and rejects the disturbances. Sliding Mode Control is a robust nonlinear controller that can
be used to control hopping robots. Many nonlinear control approaches have been proposed
to control dierent applications. These include optimal control, fuzzy control, adaptive
control [130], robust control [131], feedback linearization [132], and sliding mode control.
These methods used in dierent applications such as trajectory tracking in robotics [133,134].
Cui et al. [135] developed a novel integral SMC for underwater robotics. Their controller
provided an asymptotic convergence of both tracking and estimation errors in the presence
of unknown external disturbances and model uncertainties. We use SMC to stabilize and
control trajectory tracking of jumping robot.
In addition, optimal control methods allow trade-os between the precision and con-
sumption of energy in control of robotic systems. In this chapter, we use second control
methodology that is based on State-Dependent Riccati Equation (SDRE). This method
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can be considered as a nonlinear version of the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) optimal
method. This control method has the advantage of using the nonlinear system model di-
rectly in the LQR-like optimal control design. The critical design issue is how to establish the
state-dependent coecient (SDC) matrix. This nonlinear optimal control has been recently
applied to practical systems such as robotics [136,137].
Also, we use an adaptation controller presented in [129] to control continuous jumping
motion of the robot. Kashki et al. designed a jumping robot that has only vertical mo-
tion. We add in xy-plane motion to that robot to establish trajectory tracking motion with
continuous jumps.
Compared to other similar robots [138, 139], the proposed hopping robot can theoreti-
cally jump higher by using inertial actuation system. In addition, the robot has separate
mechanism to stabilize and control the orientation while it is jumping. The combination
of this control mechanism and the inertial actuation on the same robot is the originality of
our presented robot. The inertial actuation system acted as the jumping mechanism can be
placed anywhere in the body. However, controlling the jumping motion and body orientation
are separate from each other, they have a connection in contact mode of the system. We
control the attitude of the body in the air to achieve desired contact orientation to track the
desired trajectory. Although several nonlinear control scheme has been used for the jumping
robot, it is rst time that SDRE controller is used in a jumping robot.
3.3 Dynamical model
3.3.1 System Description
Here, we briey describe the jumping robot. An inertially actuated system makes con-
tinuous jumps. Two mass spinners are attached to the center of the body with revolute
joints to generate the inertial actuation. Also, two springs are connected to the bottom of
the robot in order to store the elastic energy. In addition, the robot is equipped with three
reactions wheels to manipulate the orientation of the robot when it is in the air (Fig. 3.1).
The motion of the hopping robot can be divided into two modes, Contact Mode (CM)
and Flying Mode (FM). The rst mode is where the robot is in contact with the ground.
Meanwhile, the second mode is where the robot is in the air. During these two phases, the
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spinners compress the springs to generate the jumping force in CM . Then, the ywheels
can be used to change the orientation of the robot during FM . Changing the orientation of
the robot will indirectly enable the controllers to achieve the desired motion. Next, we will
describe the physical parameters of the hopper.
The total mass of the hopper, MT includes the main robot, spinners, wheels, and springs
masses. The parameters L and Lsp are the natural un-stretched length of the spring and the
length of the spinner's arm, respectively. The parameters ks and bs are the spring stiness
and damping coecients respectively. Figure 3.1 depicts the global reference frame XYZ,
and the body frame xbybzb, centered at the center of mass of the system.
The state variables of the system are {x, y, z, θ, φ, ψ, α}, where {x, y, z} are the co-
ordinates of the center of mass, {θ, φ, ψ} are the body frame angles, and α is the spinners
angle relative to the zb-axis in the counter-clockwise direction.
3.3.2 Equations of the Motion
The equations of motion are derived using Lagrange's method (3.1) and Euler's moment
equation (3.2). As we mentioned before the robot has two distinct modes of motion. Because
of this behavior, the hopping robot can be considered as a hybrid system.
The rst set of equations of motion can be obtained by substituting the total kinetic
(Ttotal) and potential (Vtotal) energies of the system into the Lagrangian (L) equation.









where qi and Qi are the i
th generalized coordinate and generalized force, respectively. The
orientation equations of the robot are found by using the Euler's moment equation.
Ḣ(t) + Ω(t)×H(t) = M(t) (3.2)


















Figure 3.1: Schematics of the robot with the reference frames.
the system. Ω(t) is the angular velocity vector dened as:
Ω(t) = [φ̇ θ̇ ψ̇]T (3.3)
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The equations of the motion of the system are dened as:
MT ẍ+ S (z, ż) (sinψ sinφ+ cosψ sin θ cosφ) = 0 (3.4)
MT ÿ + S (z, ż) (sinψ sin θ cosφ− cosψ sinφ) = 0 (3.5)
MT z̈ + 2Lspm
(
α̇2 cosα + α̈ sinα
)
+MT g−
S (z, ż) cos θ cosφ = 0 (3.6)
2Lspm (g sinα + sinα z̈ + Lsp α̈) = τs (3.7)
Ixxφ̈− Ixyθ̈ − Ixzψ̈ + (Iyy − Izz)θ̇ ψ̇ + Iyz(ψ̇2 − θ̇2)+
Ixyφ̇ ψ̇ − Ixzφ̇ θ̇ + ν MT g z tanφ = τφ (3.8)
Iyyθ̈ − Ixyφ̈− Iyzψ̈ + (Ixx − Izz)ψ̇ φ̇+ Ixz(φ̇2 − ψ̇2)+
Iyzφ̇ θ̇ − Ixyθ̇ ψ̇ − ν
MT g z
cosφ
tan θ = τθ (3.9)
Izzψ̈ − Ixzφ̈− Iyz θ̈ + (Iyy − Ixx)θ̇ φ̇+ Ixy(θ̇2 − φ̇2)+
Ixz θ̇ ψ̇ − Iyzφ̇ ψ̇ = τψ (3.10)
where m is the mass of the spinners, and {Ixx, Ixy, Ixz , Iyy, Iyz, Izz} are the moment of inertia
of the robot in the local-body frame. τs is the spinners torque, and {τθ, τφ, τψ} are the torques
of the reaction wheels in the local-body frame. ν is the switch parameter between two modes
of motion that is one in the CM and zero in the FM , and S (z, ż) is the function of spring
force that switches between two modes of motion expressed as:
S (z, ż) =
 ks z+bs żcos θ cosφ − ks L0 Contact ModeFlying Mode (3.11)
In the Contact mode, the system will encounter impact force when the springs bottom
out by reaching their maximum compression limit. This can be modeled as an elastic impact
as follows:
ż+ = −er ż− (3.12)
where the ż+ and ż− are the after and before impact velocities respectively, and er is the
impact coecient of restitution [140,141].
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3.3.3 Controllability and Accessibility of the nonlinear system
In this section, we use the Lie-brackets theory to investigate the accessibility of the
system. The mathematical framework for this analysis is based on the method presented
in [111]. The full mathematical proof of this theory can be found in [29]. This method is
briey explained here. A control ane nonlinear system can be expressed as:




where q ∈ Rn are state variables, f is the drift vector eld, gi is the ith input vector eld
and ui is the control input. For this nonlinear system, starting from an initial state q0 there
exists a control that can drive the system to a space H (q0), which is formed by system vector
elds and their nested Lie-brackets given as:
H = span
(





G1 ≡ {[g1, g2]}
G2 ≡ {[g1, [g2, g3]]}
...
Gm ≡ {[g1, [g2, [· · · , gm]]]}
i = 1, 2, · · · ,m; (3.15)
where the Lie-bracket of vector elds is dened as:






The nonlinear system is fully Accessible ifRank (span(Lo)) = n, where Lo ≡ [f, [G0, [· · · , Gm]]].
We verify the accessibility of the system by using Eq. (3.15). For this purpose, Eqs. (3.4-3.10)
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can be written in ane-control form as Eq. (3.13).
The matrix Lo assumes two forms, one for the Flying Mode (L
f
o) and the other for Contact
Mode (Lco). The rank of L
f
o is found as 11 so the system is not controllable in the FM . The
rank of Lco, however, is found 14, which means the system is controllable in the CM .
3.4 Control Design
The hopping robot is a hybrid dynamical system that has two dynamical modes; airborne
and ground contact. From the controllability and accessibility section, we know that the
system is fully controllable in the contact mode only. This will make the controller design
complicated. In the CM , we can control all states while in the FM we can only control the
orientation.
The control task for the robot is divided into two sub-tasks; jumping and tracking con-
trols. The jumping control manipulates the spinners to achieve continuous jumps. Mean-
while, tracking control has also two tasks; stabilization and tracking. First, the stabilizing
controller uses the ywheels to set the robot in an upright lateral position (θ control). The
second controller also uses the ywheels such that the robot tracks a prescribed ground
trajectory by regulating the angles φ and ψ.
Since we don't have direct control over position of the robot, the desired ground trajectory
is mapped into the desired angles. Tracking the desired angles will cause the robot to land
with specic orientations at given landing points. This way, the robot will track the desired
ground trajectory. Mapping a desired trajectory into mapping angles generates a set of
desired landing point on walking surfaces (points Pi in Fig. 3.2). Subsequently, the set of
desired angles {θd, φd, ψd} are found as given in Eqs. 3.17-3.19.



















Figure 3.2: The desired path mapping. The desired trajectory is on the xy-plane.
Figure 3.3 depicts the control structure for the whole robot. The desired and measured
angles {θ, φ, ψ} are used in the tracking control block. In order to obtain the needed torques
{τθ, τφ, τψ} to achieve the required tasks, two dierent controllers are designed, SMC and
SDRE. Simultaneously, jumping control block uses the measured {z, α} with the designed
adaptive technique to produce the continuous jumps. Controller designs are explained in
the upcoming subsections. The rst part describes the enhanced adaptive position control
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of the spinners discussed in [29] and the second part presents SMC and SDRE designs.
Figure 3.3: Control structure.
3.4.1 Jumping Control
By regulating position angles of the spinners, the robot can get the periodic actuation
and this leads to continuous hopping. The main objective is reaching the specic angle of
the spinners at the time the springs contact the ground. The spinners angles when the robot
departures and contacts the ground are αD and αC , respectively. These two angles occur at
the beginning and the end of the ight phase of the system. Starting from αD, the controller
adapts the angular velocity of the spinners during the ight phase to attain the desired αC .
The heights of the center of mass in each jump at departure time (tD) and contact time









where HL is the dierent height departure and contact points of the robot in each jump.
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The velocity of the robot in the departure time can be written as follows:
żD =
MT żi + 2m (żi + Lω sinαD)
2m+MT
(3.21)
where żi is the velocity of the robot at that time.
The duration of the FM (∆tf ) can be obtained from solving the following quadratic
equation:




2 + żD∆tf (3.22)
The adaptation law to obtain the desired angular position of the spinners is given by:











D is represented as the i
th total departure time and the α
(i)
p is the ith progression
angle. By this adaptive control, the angle of the spinners in contact time remains constant.
3.4.2 Tracking Control
The design processes of each controller are briey presented in the following sections.
3.4.2.1 Sliding Mode Control
In the previous section, the adaptive controller is designed to control two state variables
{z,α}. In the following, SMC is applied to control the state variables ξ={θ,φ,ψ}. By con-
trolling them, the robot will stabilize at the desired angles as dictated the desire trajectory.
From equations of motion Eqs. 3.4-3.10, the state variable vector is redened as:
ξ̈ = F (ξ , ξ̇) + Ḡ u (3.24)
where u is the control input vector containing of the torques applied by the reaction wheels.
In the sliding mode control approach, a surface s(t) is dened as a function of tracking
errors. The controller ensure that the system trajectory asymptotically tend to the surface.
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Subsequently, the trajectory would not leave the s(t) (sliding motion) for the remainder of
the control action. In addition, when st equal to zero, the states converge to desired values.
The tracking error vector of the state variables ξ̃(t) and a linear time-varying sliding surface
in terms of tracking error vector are dened as follows:
ξ̃(t) = ξ(t)− ξd(t)
s(t) = ˙̃ξ(t) + λF ξ̃(t) (3.25)





The time derivative of the Lyapunov function by substituting Eqs. (3.24), (3.25) and
(3.26) is given by:
V̇ = s(t)T (F (ξ , ξ̇) + Ḡ u− ξ̈d(t) + λF ˙̃ξ(t)) (3.27)
The stability and reaching condition of s(t) is dened as [142]:
V̇ < −ηT |s(t)| (3.28)
where η is a constant vector with positive elements and determines how fast the trajectory




−F (ξ , ξ̇) + ξ̈d(t)− λF ˙̃ξ(t)−Kcon sgn(s(t))
]
(3.29)
Using the sign function in Eq. (3.29) induces chattering into control action. We use a
saturation function instead. In this way, the sign function is replaced with a continuous


















where Φ is the boundary layer thickness of the saturation function. By applying these control
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inputs to reaction wheels, the attitude and forward motions of the robot are controlled.
3.4.2.2 SDRE control
Next, SDRE solution for the system is examined. The solution of a nonlinear control
problem using SDRE method consists of the following steps:
1. Dene a cost function.
2. Express the dynamics in state-dependent coecient form.
3. Solve the resulting LQR equation.
4. The controller is obtained by using the traditional LQR type formula, with all the
coecients depending on the states instead of the time.






[xT Q(x)x+ uT R(x) u] (3.31)
where Q(x) and R(x) are positive denite matrices. Equation (3.24) is written in state-
dependent coecient form as follows:
ẋ = A(x)x+B(x)u (3.32)
For the purpose of obtaining SDRE solution the state dependencies in the matrices A(x),
B(x), Q(x), and R(x) are ignored, and the resulting optimal control problem is solved for
each value of the states. The solution is obtained by solving the Riccati equation for each
value of state as follows:
AT (x)P (x) + P (x)A(x)
− P (x)B(x)R−1(x)BT (x)P (x) +Q(x) = 0 (3.33)
The resulting Riccati equation solution is a function of the states. The feedback controller
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is:
u = −R−1(x)BT (x)P (x)x (3.34)
The resulting controller has the same structure as the LQR controller, except that all
the coecients are state dependent. The SDRE controller, by its construction, ensures that
there is a near optimal solution for the system.
The choice of the matrix A(x) is not unique. One of the conditions is that in the domain
of interest the pairs (A(x), B(x)) and (A(x), Q1/2(x)) should be pointwise controllable and
detectable, respectively.
These conditions could be easily veried by checking the rank of the controllability and




B |AB |A2B | · · · |An−1B
]
(3.35)




Q1/2 |Q1/2A |Q1/2A2 | · · · |Q1/2An−1
]
(3.36)
has Rank [O] = n. This can be guaranteed by ensuring that Q(x) is positive-denite.
There exists an innite number of SDC parameterization that yields dierent controlla-
bility matrix. Cloutier and Stansbery [70] suggested a method to obtain the matrix A(x).
They showed that if ẋi depends on the xj state then the corresponding element in the A(x)
matrix should be non-zero.
Also, for these type of multi-variable problems, x has at least two components, x1 and
x2. Note that there is a single scalar nonlinear term f1(x) appearing in one of the state
equations. In that state equation, one parameterization has the nonlinearity f1(x)
x1
appearing




a coecient of x2 . Thus, there always exists at least two parameterizations. Suppose A1(x)
and A2(x) are two distinct SDC parameterizations, such that f(x) = A1(x)x = A2(x)x.
Then A(x, β) from Eq. (3.37) is also an SDC parameterization for any β.
A(x, β) = βA1(x) + (1− β)A2(x) (3.37)
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SDRE method produces a close loop solution that is asymptotically stable. The close
loop solution becomes ẋ = ACL(x)x, where ACL(x) is the close loop SDC matrix given by:
ACL(x) = A(x)−B(x)K(x) (3.38)
where k(x) = R−1(x)BT (x)P (x). Applying the Mean Value Theorem to ACL(x) gives:






generates a tensor, and the vector x̂ is that point on the line segment joining
the origin 0 and x . By substituting Eq. (3.39) in Eq. (3.32), we have:





ẋ = ACL(0)x+ Ψ(x, x̂) ‖x‖ (3.41)






Ψ(x, x̂) = 0.
Hence, in a neighborhood around the origin, the linear term which has a constant stable
coecient matrix ACL(0) dominates the higher-order terms, yielding local asymptotic sta-
bility.
We develop a mathematical approach to form a SDRE controller for the system. The
system dened in section 3.3 is given by Eqs. (3.8)-(3.10). Since the condition f(0) = 0 is
satised, the system can be transformed into the SDC form given in Eq. (3.32). Following
the rule specied above to pick up the plant matrices for the orientation angles, we can get
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the parameterization. Equations (3.8)-(3.10) are redened as:
φ̈ = f1(φ̇, θ̇, ψ̇) + g1(τθ, τφ, τψ)
θ̈ = f2(φ̇, θ̇, ψ̇) + g2(τθ, τφ, τψ)
ψ̈ = f3(φ̇, θ̇, ψ̇) + g3(τθ, τφ, τψ) (3.42)
One can nd the details of Eq. (3.42) and SDC form of the equations of orientation angles
in the appendix. Now, since we have obtained SDRE parameterization of the system, we
implement the control law on the jumper robot to regulate the orientation angles.
3.5 Stability Analysis
In this section, we analyze the stability of the system in neighborhoods of equilibria. In
this regard, we use Poincare Map and Floquet Theory. Since closed form analytic solution
of dierential equations of motion is not available, numerical integration is used [47].
Let q(t) be the the periodic solution of the equations of motion for all states. The
simplied hyper plane of the Poincare section can be dened as:
S = (z, θ, θ̇, φ, φ̇, α, α̇) ∈ R7 (3.43)
x = y = t, ẋ = ẏ = 1, ż = ψ̇ = 0, ψ = 45◦
If q[k] ∈ S denotes the kth intersection of S by the ow of q(t) the discrete-time Poincare
Map P : S→ S can be expressed as:
q[k + 1] = P(q[k]) (3.44)
Subsequently, if q∗ stands for xed point of the Poincare Map, then the local exponential
stability of q∗ on S is equivalent to local exponential stability of the underlying limit cycle.
We used Floquet Theory for stability analysis of limit cycles [143, 144]. In this regard, the
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local linearizion of the Poincare Map about its xed point yields





where J is 7× 7 linearized Jacobian matrix of P




Then, the oquet or characteristic multipliers ρi's are dened as eigenvalues of the Jaco-
bian matrix J
ρi = ‖λi‖ ;λi = eig(J) (3.47)
where ρi and λi are the i
th characteristic multiplier and Jacobian matrix eigenvalue, re-
spectively, and “ ‖ ‖ ” is the modulus operator. Therefore, the limit cycle stability can be
identied by Floquet multiplier metrics as:
q(t) =

stable ∀ ‖ρi‖ < 1
marginally stable ∀ ‖ρi‖ = 1
unstable ∀ ‖ρi‖ > 1
(3.48)
Since the equations of motion of the hopper is dierent from [129], we conduct numerical
simulation examples to show the limit cycle behavior of the robot and nd the stability of
the system. The experimentally estimated prototype parameters in Table 3.1 also used for
the numerical simulation.
As Kashki et al. [129] showed, the jumping motion converge to a limit cycle. Using the
adaptive scheme, α̇ is controlled to produce continuous jumps, as can be seen in Figs. 3.4-
3.5. The continuous jumps can be described as a limit cycle of the system, dierent initial
conditions are tested, and all of them converge to the same limit cycle as shown on the phase
plane of z − ż in Fig. 3.6. Here, we can use the Poincare Map and Floquet Theory. The
Floquet multipliers associated with the corresponding Poincare map for the simulations are
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Table 3.1: The detail of the parameters in simulation.
parameter value parameter value
MT 4 Kg Ixx 0.11 Kg.m
2
m 0.2 Kg Iyy 0.14 Kg.m
2
Lsp 0.065 m Izz 0.19 Kg.m
2
L 0.125 m Ixy 0.08 Kg.m
2
ks 2000 N/m Ixz 0.02 Kg.m
2
bs 5 N.s/ m Iyz 0.02 Kg.m
2
λ 0.1 Kcon 10
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Figure 3.4: Time history of α̇ for the single ground level.
calculated numerically as:
ρ1 = ‖λ1‖ = 0.3866 < 1 ; ρ2 = ‖λ2‖ = 0.00374 < 1
ρ3 = ‖λ3‖ = 0.0025 < 1 ; ρ4 = ‖λ4‖ = 0.00012 < 1
ρ5 = ‖λ5‖ = 0.0002 < 1 ; ρ6 = ‖λ6‖ = 3× 10−6 < 1
ρ7 = ‖λ7‖ = 0 < 1 (3.49)
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Figure 3.5: The height of the robot for single ground level.
All norms of characteristic multiplier of the system are less than one, which means that
the limit cycle is asymptotically stable. Also, numerical simulations show that dierent limit
cycles can be obtained for dierent contact angles adaptive regulators (αc). A set of limit
cycles corresponding to dierent contact angle are depicted in Fig. 3.7. As one can see, the
maximum jumping height of the robot is estimated to be at 31.4◦.
Also, we make the analysis on the eect of the spinner and sagittal angles on the jump-
ing height and horizontal range. The jumping motion robot can be described as a projectile
motion. So, the maximum jumping height and horizontal range are taken into account as im-
portant metrics. Increasing the sagittal angle decreases the jumping height while increasing
the horizontal range.
Finding the optimum angles to achieve the maximum jumping height and range is critical.





where Fx and Fy are the horizontal and vertical reaction forces exerted at the ground contact
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Figure 3.6: Limit Cycles of the jumping motion.
point respectively, and µ is the friction coecient. In our system this condition is rewritten
as:
S (z, ż) sinφ cos θ
MT g + S (z, ż) cosφ cos θ
> µ (3.51)
Figure 3.8 depicts the variation of φ with respect coecient of friction µ. As one can see,
the following general trend is observed by carrying out the numerical analysis:
µ1 < µ2 ⇔ φn1 < φn2 (3.52)
Without loss of generality, we assume that µ = 0.2, which results in φn = 10
◦. Now, we
can nd the eect of the spinner and sagittal angles on the jumping height and horizontal
range. Figures 3.9-3.10 depict the maximum height and range in terms of dierent values
of αc and φ. The maximum height and range occur at αc = 43







Figure 3.7: Limit cycles corresponding to dierent values of contact angles.
shows that the maximum jumping height depends on α only.
Now, we investigate the eect of αC on jumping motion of the robot on stairs. The
jumping motion is regulated by the spinners as we explained in 3.4.1. Our primary focus is
on the jumping height, range, and stability. Figure 3.11 depicts the variation of the maximum
stably achievable step height with respect to spinner's angle, while other parameters are xed.
Here, we let the stair depth be 15 cm. The gure shows a drop for αC > 40. This drop is due
to the contraction observed in the sizes of the limit cycles in upper hemisphere of Fig. 3.7.
Figure 3.12 also shows that the eect of αC on maximum stair depth, which the robot
has stable jumps. Here, we let the stair height be 5 cm. The maximum stair depth will
increase with increasing αC .
3.6 Simulation Results
This section presents numerical simulation of two scenarios to illustrate the performance
of the proposed control methods. Simulations were conducted using Wolfram Mathemat-
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Figure 3.8: No-slipping sagittal angle value for dierent value of µ.
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Figure 3.9: Jumping height for dierent values of the αc and φ.
ica software. As presented before, adaptive control is used to control the states α and z.
Meanwhile, SMC and SDRE controllers are used to control the states θ, φ, and ψ. Finally,
the states x and y are controlled indirectly through the other states α, z, θ, φ, and ψ. The
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Figure 3.11: Variation of maximum stair height for dierent values of αc.
initial conditions are selected as x(0) = y(0) = 0, z(0) = 0.4;φ(0) = 0.1 rad, θ(0) = 0.05 rad,
and ψ(0) = 0.84 rad. We use two dierent measurement indicators to evaluate the quality




















Figure 3.12: Variation of maximum stair depth for dierent values of αc.









∣∣q − qd∣∣ dt (3.54)
q = {θ, φ, ψ}
where tsim is the total simulation time, q is the states, and q
d is the desired value for the
states.
3.6.1 Scenario 1: Stairs
Now we present the example for stair motion. We assume that the stair's height and
depth are 5 and 18 cm respectively, which results in φ = 5◦. For this scenario, a comparison
between two controllers are shown in Fig. 3.13. As can be seen, both controllers converge
to the desired values. In one hand, SDRE has optimal properties, so it converges with
minimum cost. On the other hand, SMC has robust properties, so it converges even when
parameter uncertainties are present. Table 3.2 indicates the performance measurements
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of two proposed controllers on the system. In this case, we assume that there are not any
uncertainties on the system. As one can see, SDRE performs better than SMC. It has faster
convergence time as well as lower tracking errors. It regulates the system with minimum
state error and control eorts (Eq. 3.31).
Figures 3.14-3.15 show the regulated α̇ and jumping height on stairs. Figure 3.14 depicts
that jumping on stairs required dierent angular velocity of spinners to regulate continuous
jumps. One can see this jumps on stairs in Fig. 3.15.
Table 3.2: Performance measurements of two proposed control schemes for scenario 1.
Controllers States IAE ITAE
θ 0.0429 0.00846
SMC φ 0.0918 0.01722
ψ 3× 10−6 35× 10−6
θ 0.0074 5× 10−5
SDRE φ 0.0167 12× 10−5
ψ 1× 10−6 14× 10−6
3.6.2 Scenario 2: Sinusoidal Path
To demonstrate the maneuverability of the robot, we force it to track a sinusoidal path
on the ground. The initial value of the states are identical to the ones chosen in scenario 1.
In this scenario, we simulate two dierent conditions. At rst, we conduct the simulation
without any uncertainties. The results of this assumption are shown in Fig. 3.16. In second
situation, the system is assumed to include the uncertainties on the moment of the inertia
of the robot. Figure 3.17 depicts the simulation results for this case.
3.6.2.1 Without uncertainty
As one can see, two states φ and θ have the same tracking conditions shown in Figs. 3.13a-
3.13b. Figure 3.16c shows the time history of the state ψ, which tracks the sinusoidal path.
Figure 3.16d demonstrates the maneuverability of the robot in tracking a complex path in
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the 3D environment. The maximum height h = 31cm is the same for all scenarios, and it is
independent of ψ. As we expect, similar to scenario 1, SDRE controller outperforms SMC
in the absence of uncertainties.
3.6.2.2 With uncertainty
For this case, SDRE controller becomes unstable as can be seen in Fig. 3.17. As we
explained in 3.4.2.2, SDRE control law depends entirely on system's parameters. Thus, un-
certainties in system's parameters lead to unstable control action. Meanwhile, SMC control
can easily cope with uncertainties as can be seen in Fig. 3.17. Table 3.3 presents the values
of the performance measurements of the two control methods.
Table 3.3: Performance measurements of two proposed control schemes for scenario 2.
Conditions Controllers States IAE ITAE
Without uncertainties θ 0.0429 0.00846
SMC φ 0.0918 0.01722
ψ 3× 10−6 35× 10−6
θ 0.0074 5× 10−5
SDRE φ 0.0167 12× 10−5
ψ 1× 10−6 14× 10−6
With uncertainties θ 0.1036 0.2871
SMC φ 0.1842 0.3048
ψ 0.2005 0.3487
θ ∞ ∞
SDRE φ ∞ ∞
ψ 1.459 4.358
3.7 Discussion of the Results
Here, we discuss the limitation of proposed system. We assumed that the springs are
linear. In general, however, the springs may exhibit nonlinear behaviors. Also, we assumed
that the contact points of the springs with the ground can be treated points. But, in reality
the contacts take place over elliptical region. In addition, the proposed control methods
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have their own limitations. Although SMC has robust properties, its response is not optimal.
SDRE has optimal properties, but it is not able to overcome the presence of the uncertainties
and disturbances. As one can see, because of the optimal properties of the SDRE, the
convergence speed of the response of SDRE is faster than that of the SMC. However, in the
presence of uncertainties, SMC regulates the system and SDRE exhibits unstable behavior.
Moreover, the proposed controllers are theoretically capable of rejecting external disturbance.
3.8 Conclusion
This section presented a unique inertial actuation hopping robot that can navigate in
the 3D environment. Rotating mass spinners acted as inertial actuators to generate the
jumping force while ywheels were used to stabilize and control the orientation of the robot.
The robot has two modes of motion, ying and contact modes. In the contact mode, the
adaptive controller regulated the spinners angle to generate continuous jumps. Also, Track-
ing controllers were used to stabilize the robot in both modes and change the orientation
of the robot in ying mode. We proposed two tracking controllers, SMC and SDRE ap-
proaches. The stability analysis was conducted using Poincare Map and Floquet Theory.
The parametric analysis over the eects of the spinner's and sagittal angles on the maximum
jumping height and range was conducted. Finally, two simulation scenarios validated the
performance the two tracking controllers and were shown the comparison between them. In
our system, SDRE performed better than SMC. It had faster convergence time and lower
tracking errors when no uncertainties are presents. The stairs scenario showed the perfor-
mance of the tracking controllers on the adjustment between jumping height and range. We
modied the adaptive controller to regulate the jumping force on dierent ground levels.
The sinusoidal scenario demonstrated the maneuverability of the robot. SDRE performed
optimally when no uncertainties are presents. Whereas, SMC outperforms in the presents
of the uncertainties.
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Figure 3.13: Orientation angles for jumping on stairs.
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Figure 3.14: Time history of α̇ for the stairs scenario.













Figure 3.15: Jumping motion on stairs.
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Robot Trajectory using SDRE
 Robot Trajectory using SMC
Reference Trajectory
(d)
Figure 3.16: Orientation angles and 3D motion for jumping in a sinusoidal path without
uncertainties in system.
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Equations of motion of Jumper
φ̈ = [I1φ φ̇
2 + I2φ θ̇
2 − I3φ ψ̇ 2 + I4φ φ̇ θ̇ + I5φ φ̇ ψ̇ + I6φ θ̇ ψ̇+
(I7φ + I
8
φ)νMT g z + κ
1
φ τφ + κ
1
θ τθ − κ1ψ τψ]/Iden
θ̈ = [I1θ φ̇
2 + I2θ θ̇
2 + I3θ ψ̇
2 + I4θ φ̇ θ̇ + I
5





θ )νMT g z + κ
2
φ τφ + κ
2
θ τθ − κ2ψ τψ]/Iden
ψ̈ = [I1ψ φ̇
2 + I2ψ θ̇
2 + I3ψ ψ̇
2 + I4ψ φ̇ θ̇ + I
5















xz − I2xy) + IxyIxz(Izz − Iyy)
I2φ = Iyz(I
2




xz − IyyIzz + I2yz) + IxyIxzIzz
I4φ = IxyIyz(Iyy + Izz − Ixx) + IxzIyy(Ixx − Iyy + Izz) + 2IxzI2yz






















tanφ, I8φ = (IxyIzz + IxzIyz) tan θ secφ
I1θ = Ixz(IxxIzz − I2xy − I2xz)− IxxIxyIyz
I2θ = IxyIyz(Ixx − Izz) + Ixz(I2xy − I2yz)
I3θ = Ixz
(
I2yz − IxxIzz + I2xz
)
+ IxyIyzIzz

















I6θ = IxzIyz(Ixx − Iyy + Izz)− IxyIzz(Ixx + Iyy − Izz) + 2IxyI2xz
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I5ψ = IxxIyz(Ixx − Iyy − Izz) + IxyIxz(Ixx + Iyy − Izz)+
2I2xyIyz
I6ψ = IxzIyy(Ixx − Iyy + Izz)− IxyIyz(Ixx + Iyy − Izz)−
2I2xyIxz
I7ψ = (IxyIyz + IxzIyy) tanφ+ (IxxIyz + IxyIxz) tan θ secφ
κ1φ = I
2
yz + IyyIzz, κ
2
φ = IxyIzz + IxzIyz
κ3φ = IxyIyz + IyyIxz, κ
1
θ = IxzIyz − IxyIzz
κ2θ = I
2
xz − IxxIzz, κ3θ = IxxIyz + IxyIxz
κ1ψ = IxyIyz + IxzIyy, κ
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1 + θ2 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 + θ̇2 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 + φ2 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 + φ̇2 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 + ψ2 0
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